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Automoting Acquisil ions:
The Plonning Process

Bonifo Bryont

Much has been written on automating acquisitions and on librarlt planning; this
article adds to the literature a number of detailed recommendations Jor long-range
planningfor automating libraryfunctions. The suggestions are based on and exem-
phf;ed fui the experience of a large academic librarl in preparingJor the automation
oJ its acquisitions andfund accountingJunctions. The article discusses the prelimi-
naryt actiaities essential to the Jormulation of the functional and technical require'
ments segment of a requestJor proposal and to the preparation oJ a library stafJ utell
equipped to implement the qtstem.

T
I nr, pnocnss oF eLANNTNc for automation of library functions rs cru-

cial to the success of the system ultimately selected and installed. Library
literature of the past ten years and more is replete with echoes of agree-
ment on this point. Matthews and Williams recently emphasized that
"careful long-range planning before a commitment is made to a particu-
lar system is critical. ' '' In I 98 1 the University Libraries of the State Uni-
versity of New York at Albany (SUNYA) embraced the philosophy that,
regardless of perceived prospects for the realization of its automation
goals, Iong-range planning for these goals would be essential to optimal
staff involvement in the library's future systems developments and to the
justification of funding requests for state-of-the-art automation of one or
more library functions.

Generalized advice on elements to be considered in automation plan-
n ing is  abundant  in  the l i terature.  Epste in 's 'and Mal inconico 's '  L ibror l

Journal columns lead the library from request for proposal (RFP) to full
implementation with increasingly specific and practical advice. No-
where in the literature, however, does one hnd an account of how a given
library has heeded the admonition to p1an, plan, plan ghead for the day
when an RFP can be issued. Epstein. and Merilees" provide useful,
though slightly conflicting, assistance on the content of an RFP, but no
one has described a logical and practical process that leads to the writing
of this all-important document.

This article recounts the process followed at SUNYA in preparing for
the automation of its acquisitions and fund accounting functions. Some

Bonita Bryant is Head, Collection Development Department, University Libraries,
State IJniversity of New York at Albany.
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improvements are prescribed, in retrospect, which may be benefrcial to
libraries adopting this approach. The steps outlined can be modified for
planning the automation of other library functions, such as circulation
or the online catalog.

The optimal process for long-range automation planning is one that:
f . is initiated before pressures are exerted to meet deadlines, such as

those imposed by sudden availability of funds with time restric-
tions on their expenditure;

2. identif,res and takes into account specific local goals that an auto-
mated svstem should achieve:
brings together staff who will be affected by the automation project
and provides an opportunity for them to share their collective ex-
pertrse;
involves many staff members, educates them about the realities of
automation, and assures those who are eager to automate library
functions that the library indeed intends to do so, while minimiz-
ing the anxieties of those for whom automation is an unfamiliar
phenomenon;
analyzes existing procedures, identifying elements essential to the
function and those unique to the library-which may or may not
need to be replicated by the automated system-and examining
alternatives made possible by available or projected systems;
does not focus on any one system, since the marketplace is in a con-
stant state of flux and bid processes may prevent purchase of a fa-
vorite:
results in a report that contains several preliminary elements of the
eventual RFP; i.e., the library's functional and technical require-
ments of the system it seeks;

B. offers some immediate improvement of manual procedures as in-
terim evidence of value received for the time invested in long-
range planning.

LocAL Goer,s
Some libraries' top priority in planning for automating acquisitions

may be the generation of management information, a natural by-
product of an automated system but a very expensive derivative of a
manual system. For other libraries, the most important benefit may be
to eliminate multiple typings of the same (usually bibliographic) infor-
mation; for still others, it may be elimination of multiple frles. The latter
two goals imply reductions of staff time for acquisitions work. Automatic
claiming is an additional time-saver. Because the systems now available
do not fill all these functions equally well, it is vital that the library know
at the outset what its priorities are among them.

Although the ideal planning process may very well be aimed toward
installation of a librarywide integrated system, factors such as economic
conditions and the need to renegotiate contracts on existing hardware
may make piecemeal automation of library functions a more realistic
goal. An outmoded online circulation system, which was drawing in-
tense user criticism and was becoming increasingly expensive to main-
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tain, precipitated SUNYA's first automation planning project. In 1982
a library task force addressed the problem; an RFP was issued in 1983
and a new system was installed in 1984.

Once planning for circulation was well under way, attention was fo-
cused on the acquisitions and fund accounting functions. Mandated
shrinkage of the corps of state employees was adversely affecting the Ac-
quisitions Department's labor-intensive activities. An increase in the
proportion of the acquisitions budget that could be devoted to purchase
of monographs exacerbated the staffing problem's impact on the typing
and filing of orders and the processing of claims, reports, and invoices.

Concurrently, pressure was growing from within the library and from
the university administration for compilation of data on all aspects of
collection development. An integral part of the New York State Educa-
tion Department's program for state-funded higher education is peri-
odic review of each academic program, including a description of the
resources the library provides in support of the program. Local univer-
sity governance and curriculum planning bodies use a similar review
process that also calls for a report from the University Libraries. As early
as 1980 the library was asked to include in these reports an account of
dollar amounts devoted to the various types of library materials serving
the disciplines being examined. The only response the library's fiscal
planning and accounting systems could provide was a subject allocation
f,rgure for non-approval-plan monographs and initial orders for continu-
ations; all other data was type-of-material-oriented only. In January
1982 the university administration asked for the amounts allocated to all
academic programs for all types of library materials.

C.oupled with the realizationthat in the future thelibrary must be able
to give more exact responses to these requests was the library's own de-
sire to obtain and analyze subject-oriented data in order to plan its col-
lection development activities realistically and wisely. The collection de-
velopment coordinator and the head of the Acquisitions Department
began immediately to design a manual process by which most of the data
needed could be generated for the 19B2lB3 fiscal year which, in New
York, begins on April 1. This labor-intensive project further com-
pounded the effects of staff shortages.

Automating the acquisitions and fund accounting functions appeared
to offer some hope for alleviating these problems.

ELEMENTS oF THE PLANNTNG PRocEss
SnLncrrNc PaRucIpeNrs

The planning process formally begins when the director of the library
selects a group to address the automation need and presents it with a
clearly dehned charge. In deciding whether or not to serve as a member
of the planning group, a library director might very well consider these
factors:

1. the size of the library's staff-the larger the staff, the less reason for
the director's firsthand involvement (many larger libraries now
have assistant or associate directors specifically assigned to plan-
ning);
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2. the time required of contributing group members-such a com-
mitment is not small, and automation is usually only one of many
focuses for the attentions of a library director;

3. the director's commitment to staff development via participation
in planning; and

4. the director's own special expertise in substantive aspects of the
task ahead.

Members of the SUNYA Task Force on Automation Planning for Ac-
quisitions and Fund Accounting were the library's systems analyst who
served as chair; the head of acquisitions; the head of collection develop-
ment; the head of administrative services (whose purview includes the
library's accounting unit); and the assistant director for planning and
resource development, who acted as the group's administrative liaison
with the director. Other libraries, with different organizational struc-
tures, would naturally include some persons holding different positions
within the library on such a task force. Whatever the administrative
structure of the group, there are important characteristics someone in
the group must possess. They are:

1 . a vested interest in the outcome of the process-those whose daily
activities will be affected functionally andlor administratively;

2. prior knowledge of automation in the library, in other libraries,
and/or the marketplace-especially valuable is a member or con-
sultant with technical understanding of hardware and software;

3. group process skil ls;
4. organizing, synthesizing, and expository writing skills.

In addition, one member of the group must serve as liaison with the li-
brary's director, if the director is not a participant, and bring to the
group a sense of the parentorganization's attitudes and activities related
to automation in general.

Members need to know why they were selected and what functions
they wil l be expected to perform. For instance, it is important to appoint
at the very beginning an editor for the group's final report; this person
should also serve as archivist. The editor should be a person who enjoys
writing and is not responsible for managing the group process or for pro-
viding the bulk of its intellectual content. Many a group endeavor has
achieved less than its desired end because this task has been perceived as
a natural outcome rather than a planned activity: the writing assignment
is accepted by default by an already overburdened group leader or the
disjointed "hnished" product is merely a compilation of individual con-
tributions, which could not adequately persuade the group's audiences
of the library's needs and could not serye as the basis for a bid proposal.

Other members of the library staff may be involved in the process in a
variety of ways. Flowcharting and analysis of existing procedures pro-
vide an excellent opportunity for involving staff. Both are activities that
educate staff in the use of a technique that reduces tasks to their essentials
and relates thejob ofeach person to those ofothers. As a result they pro-
vide new insights into the importance of each individual in the organiza-
tion and may stimulate both improved job performance and creative re-
vision of manual processes. Distribution of task force meeting minutes
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or fairly detailed regular progress reports to the total staff creates a
heightened awareness of how some of the staff's co-workers are spending
their time and enersies when not at their usual work sites. These inl
house public relations activit ies may also elicit contributions to the
group's efforts in the form of additional perspectives on the acquisitions
function, identihcation of implications for other library functions, and
descriptions of similar activities at other libraries. Surveys of staff and
library patrons may be helpful in documenting use of the various f,rles
spawned by the acquisitions process, as well as informing the respon-
dents of the complexities of acquisitions work and, hence, encouraging
their patience and cooperation in requesting new library materials.
When the task force report is complete, it should be made available for
staff questions and commentary. SUNYA's report was placed on re-
serve, and the staff was invited to brown-bag luncheons for discussion
before the report was forwarded for administrative consideration.

Each task force must make its own decisions about the breadth and
depth of its consultation with library constituents, but it must not forget
this important aspect of planning.

ASSIGNING TASKS

The planning group's frrst official act must be to establish a frame-
work for the project. The SUNYA task force spent considerably longer
on this step than will be necessary for groups that adopt the process out-
lined here. It is the product of the SUNYA experience.

The steps toward fulfillment of the group's charge, in the form of a
final written report, should be clear at the outset, even though they may
be modified as the project proceeds. Individual assignments should be
made, assuring a "fair share" for each person and containing a mix of
familiar tasks and new experiences. (The testimony of many previous
writers on the planning process-that it serves as a staff development
tool-is not to be taken lightly.)

The SUNYA report format and the group's activities evolved into the
following:

I. Introduction
A. Trends affecting future use of an automated acquisitions sys-

tem
B. Short-term objectives
C. Options for automated acquisitions systems
D. Long:term goals
E. Options for integrated systems

II. Present system
III. Criteria for evaluating acquisitions systems

A. Functional requirements
B. Data requirements
C. Report requirements
D. Capacity requirements

IV. Evaluation of candidate systems
V. Cost study

A. Assumptions
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B. Anticipated changes in the present manual system
C. Costs for individual systems
D. Cost summary

VI. Recommendations
Other libraries may choose variant report formats, but the final written
report should contain those functional and technical requirements that
will form the basis for an RFP.

DnvTSTNC A TIMETABLE

Then a timetable must be prepared. It must be specific to the tasks
identifred and assignments made in response to the director's charge. It
must be flexible enough, within the mandated target completion date, to
allow for some modifications of the group's activities. It must also con-
tain sufficient time lapses for all members to study and discuss the litera-
ture and data gathered and to arrive at a consensus on evaluations and
recommendations. Realistic timing is vital to prevent excessive strain
upon participants, who obviously have other library responsibilities,
and to prevent a loss of momentum that might yield diminishing returns
for the time invested.

PRovToTNC THE FOUNDATIONS

Staff assigned to the task of searching the literature should look for
descriptions of the automation of specifrc library functions and informa-
tion on integrated systems. Fortunately for-the SUNYA project, primers
existed in the form of Richard Boss' work''' and the papers of the 1980
LITA institute on automated acquisitions work.o The literature search
should also cover articles describing libraries' experiences in using spe-
cific systems, vendors' promotional brochures on both present and pro-
jected systems, and system documentation. The literature search group
should expand its file with its own transcripts of interviews with users
and vendors of systems identified for concentrated study and with new
publications appearing during the life of the project.

Someone must be assigned at the very beginning not only to assemble
and screen the results of the initial search, referring only useful materials
to the remainder of the group, but also to scan contents pages of incom-
ingjournal issues, write or call vendors for unpublished systems descrip-
tions, and attend demonstrations of systems at professional meetings,
documenting that experience to share it with all group members.

Members of the group whose primary library assignments are within
the parameters of the functions to be automated should concurrently
prepare flowcharts of their operations. SUNYA's task force charted pre-
order search, acquisitions of all types of materials, and accounting pro-
cedures within the library, the university, and state purchasing organi-
zations. A narrative expression of the flowcharts will assist members of
the task force to identify undocumented activities vital to an automated
system and, conversely, to eliminate existing local practices not essential
to the eventual automated version of the acquisitions process. It will also
benefit readers of the frnal report who are not versed in either acquisi-
tions complexities or flowchart use, helping them to understand the is-
sues involved.
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This activity provides a model from which lists of required and desir-
able traits for an automated system can be compiled. The required/de-

looked.' Local goals and priorities are not likely to mirror those of other

To seek an outdated system in this way, in an eraof rapid change, would
surely be more than an embarrassment.

Analysis of existing procedures offers an interim benefit-a fresh op-
portunity to redesign and streamline manual procedures. Some libraries
may even conclude after further study that the manual system is most
cost-effective and can be modified to achieve library goals without auto-
matron.

EVALUATING SYSTEMS

The SUNYA group identified frve types of systems with potential for
solving the acquisitions problems of a large academic library;

1. bibliographic utilities' subsystems;
2. integrated vendor-supported systems;
3. stand-alone vendor-supported acquisitions systems (some using

microcomputers, others minis);
4. book wholesalers' systems; and
5. in-house design of a system to run on the library's own computer

or on a campus mainframe computer.
All were examined for the sake of answering potential questions of per-
sons outside the library who would have influence over the frnal deci-
sion, although the hfth type of system received little more attention than
the cost estimates that proved it not a viable option.
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Taylor Company). Because the marketplace is constantly changing, li-
braries adapting the SUNYA process will no doubt choose to concen-
trate on some other systems than these. SUNYA's task force intention-
ally es.chewed systems designed solely for serials acquisit ions and
control.

The concentrated studv will include review of the literature and docu-
mentation on each system, attendance at exhibits of the systems during
professional meetings, and telephone or in-person interviews with ven-
dors and users of the systems. The variety of approaches is necessary for
several reasons. System documentation can be too general or too de-
tailed or nonexistent; it may describe systems in use but still evolving or
systems not yet in operation anywhere. Brief viewing of systems in oper-
ation at a convention provides less information than prospective buyers
need because of time constraints, the deceptive nature of a system run-
ning without interruption by real everyday problems and usually on a
very small database, and the press of other viewers, both serious shop-
pers themselves or the merely curious. When exhibit viewing is incorpo-
rated into a formal study, a list of specific questions must be carried to
the exhibit and applied to all systems seen; the viewer must find time and
space to record answers on the spot, for details fade from memory
quickly and.it is the details that are important when the information is
taken home to group partners.

The SUNYA task force, lacking funds and time for on-site visits to
vendors or users, decided to carry out a systematic telephone interview
with each vendor and at least one user-library of approximately the same
size as the SUNYA University Libraries. An outline of the desired infor-
mation was compiled to form the framework for these in-depth inter-
views (see appendi*). Kountz'o and Schwar"" have published question
lists comparable to those used by SUNYA.

To preserve the information gathered by telephone, two members of
the task force participated in each interview-one person talked while
the other took notes on the conversation, prompting the interviewer to
cover all elements on the interview question list. It is essential to adhere
rigidly to the interview questions. Extraneous details, as they are inter-
jected into the conversation, should be noted on a separate sheet ofpa-
per; these "asides" are vital to the end product and may yield new ques-
tions for future interviews, but they can't be allowed to deflect the
interviewer from obtaining direct answers to the original questions. It is
useful for the interview note taker to have the questions written out, one
to a page or at least with sufficient space for handwritten answers. At the
end of the interview, the interview team should immediately prepare
and edit a transcript of the information gathered as a permanent record
to be shared with the rest of the task force and possibly included as an
appendix to the final report.

Some questions on the original SUNYA interview list were dropped
after several interviews when it was found that the answers for all sys-
tems would be identical or it was determined that the function involved
would not in the end be a criterion upon which a decision would be
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based. When new questions were generated, either as a result of new
documentation or previous interviews, follow-up calls were made to all
previous interviewees so that a consistent record for all systems would be
the hnal product. Terminology must be used carefully and clarified dur-
ing interviews; SUNYA interviewers found that they were either omit-
ting important information or confusing it because they initially asked
about fund accounting capabilities and system reporting capabilities at
separate times during the conversations and were not specific enough
about where the two elements coincided and differed.

If all task force members are to address all elements of each system
objectively, it is necessary to distill the interview transcripts into charts.
When one or two members of the group are "resident experts," as was
the case with SUNYA's systems analyst and head of acquisitions, it is
very easy for the group to depend upon their assessments of individual
systems. The chart process provides facts in such a way that precon-
ceived predilections for one system or another cannot sway the group's
later evaluation of all systems. It also provides for contiguous display of
responses from vendors and users of a single system, which may be di-
vergent and revealing.

The chart can begin on newsprint and then be reduced to sheets suit-
able for photocopying and distributing to group members. A final ver-
sion may eliminate columns for questions that received identical re-
sponses for all systems. Horizontal columns can identify each system
with vendor and then user responses charted down the page, while verti-
cal columns align individual interview questions identified across the top
of the page with keywords or question numbers keyed to the interview
sheets. In some columns, the only notation may be "y"t" or "no,"
while answers to other questions may require phrases or even para-
graphs to define variations among systems. If questions were added or
dropped after the frrst or later interviews, it is vital to reorganize and
renumber all of the interview transcripts before recording them on the
chart.

The next step is to write descriptions of each system studied. A general
description of the system (history, specifics about the vendor, a list of
known users at comparable institutions-whether they were inter-
viewed or not, description of hardware and software) should be followed
by a description of system capabilities (How does it meet the required/
desired "shopping list" elements-not necessarily how well, but what
steps are necessary to effect specific functions? How complicated is use of
the system in terms of types of personnel required, their training, etc. ?).

A list of the strengths and weaknesses of the system follows each such
description. It is important to compare systems to prepare this list. From
the chart of interview responses, facts can be derived to substantiate
value judgments. These facts should be inserted into a second chart be-
fore the strengths/weaknesses section for any system is written because it
is very easy to describe the strength of one system as the weakness of
another when relying on a conception of the system as a whole or on the
narrative description provided in the interview transcripts.
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This second chart should list library goals in horizontal columns with
names of the systems ranged across the top of the sheet. When facts from
the first chart are entered in the second one, failure to meet a library goal
becomes a weakness in the system description. This chart may become
part of the task force report, while the interview response chart may re-
main only a working document. Interview transcripts became appen-
dixes to the SUNYA report as documents of record; the chart did not.

Objectivity is difficult when more than two people do interviews, see a
few systems in actual operation, or know more about a system than the
other members of the group. Yet the assessment of strengths and weak-
nesses is vital to the continuing refinement of the required/desired
" shopping list' '; it can attain its hnal form only through examination of
systems and identification of specific features that_the fib-r1y needs,
wants, rejects, or can live without. The group will probably want to
weight the relative importance of its goals (and system strengths and
weaknesses). For example, a system that places orders, receives books,
and pays bills smoothly but has an unsatisfactory fund accounting mod-
ule could rate highly in comparison with other systems but not fulfrll the
library's goal of obtaining useful management reports.

DETERMINING CoSTS

The final system-oriented data that must be assembled is cost. IJsers
may be willing and able to discuss some elements of cost; vendors fre-
quently hesitate to give exact figures or any figures at all. Systems
change rapidly and equipment costs do too. It is not nece ssarily a mark
against a system that its vendor is unable to quote, but it is essential to
the library to have at least comparable information on all systems. Of
course, the final arbiter will be the bid process, which may be far ahead
at the time the task force is at work. But if the library is to persuade the
administration that any system at all is viable for funding, it must know
what it can about costs before the RFP is prepared so that very expensive
elements are not included in "required" categories when they may re-
allv onlv be "desired. "

Cost data for an automated system must be compared with an analysis
of the library's current cost for a manual system. The cost-comparison
portion of the report must not only address costs of hardware, software,
supplies, and telecommunications (where applicable) but an analysis of
the numbers and salary levels of personnel involved. The SUNYA re-
port described the existing personnel costs and the cost of each system
separately and in detail. Only a total cost for each system was shown in
comparative chart format; otherlibraries might wish to prepare compar-
ative charts for individual facets of the systems. They should do so with
the awareness that some of the data can only be estimated.

FORMULATING RECOMMENDATIONS

'Ihe 
SUNYA task force's recommendations, the culmination of its re-

port, ranked the types of systems in terms of their desirability and their
ability to meet SUNYA's needs. It used specific systems only to describe
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features that met or failed to meet SUNYA standards. On the basis of
projected cost alone, a locally developed unique system was labeled least
desirable. Bookseller systems were shown to be viable interim solutions
to some problems prior to acquiring a totally integrated system. Biblio-
graphic utilities were also considered as interim systems pending an inte-
grated system (whether it eventually comes from the utilities or not), and
stand-alone systems were given preference only if integrable with sys-
tems designed for other library functions.

The most important part of the report is the preparation of the re-
quired/desired lists of functions and capacity parameters, for when the
library finds itself ready to prepare an RFP, the functional and technical
requirements sections will need only updating. Thus another recom-
mendation of the SUNYA task force was that one or more persons be
charged with continuing review of the literature and the systems market-
place, so that the updating process can be less labor intensive than the
initial planning process.

A frnal recommendation of the SUNYA task force was a by-product of
two activities-flowcharting and examination of campus computing
facilities-and proposed that an interim fund accounting system, an ex-
tension of the 1982/83 manual process, be instituted for 1983/84 using
MAPPER software on the campus mainframe UNIVAC.

CoNcLUSIoN

The process described above meets the challenges of the eight criteria
for optimal long-range automation planning cited at the beginning of
this article.

The SUNYA staff has found that the methodology of the interviews,
charts, and system descriptions has made continuous updating of the re-
port results relatively easy. The functional and technical requirements
list is currently being used to evaluate a specific system for possible pur-
chase with a minimal investment of time.

Libraries adopting this planning format will be assisted by literature
published after the SUNYA task force issued its report. Acquisitions sys-
tems available in 1984 have matured considerably since the 1982
SUNYA study. Future task forces will want to consider the options sev-
eral acquisitions systems now offer for serials control in comparison with
the merits of interfacing with utilities' serials subsystems or with serials
vendors' systems. They will want to include in their "shopping lists"
greater attention to interface with jobber and publisher databases and
prospects for telecommunication of orders to them.

The increased availability of published information on automated ac-
quisitions systems and users' experiences with them does not obviate the
necessity for the individual library to carry out the planning process. It
enhances the library staff s ability to evaluate responses to RFPs and to
pursue implementation of the system purchased with a command of de-
tails not likely to be found in a staff not previously involved in planning
activities. The value of the process as a staff development tool cannot be
minimized-it creates a cadre of technically well-informed librarians
who can transfer their analytic skills to other library issues.
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APPENDIX

QunsrroNs ro AsK IJsBns AND VENDoRS

NOTE; When interaiewing uendors, be sure that all answers eonespond to a single aersion oJ_the

system and that the aersion is actually in use in at least one libraryt. Get the ansion or relea.se numher.

GnNrner,
l .  Mul t i level  password secur i ty
2. Authorized operator can override all defaults and warnings.
3. All notices available within one working day.
4. In case ofsystem recovery, all files can be recovered to their status after the last suc-

cessfully completed transaction.
5. Who is'actually using the system (preferably within tie line call and of comparable

size)?

FuNo AccouNrrnc

1. Can break down by external account, fund code (subject), and type ofmaterial inde-

z

4 .
J .

pendently.
Immediately updated and displayable online.
Do you do all fund accounting for acquisitions on the system?
Warning if fund account overspent.
Machini-readable history file can be on magnetic tape indefinitely and used to trace

transactions for a specifred fund account, vendor, order, or invoice. Acceptable alter-

native is a nonmanual readable history (e.g., microfiche) cumulated yearly and ac-

cessible by purchase order number and invoice number within vendor'

6. Encumbrances are easily and automatically transferred to the new fiscal year at fiscal
year changeover.

OtonnrNG

1. Bibliographic and vendor information filled in automatically from bibliographic and
name/address files
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2. Multiple copies for multiple locations from multiple requesters can be produced as a

single order.
3. Order record can be displayed and updated immediately after intry/update.

4. Operator can set up standard work forms with default values.
5. Nime/address file includes field to enter notes (e.g.., subject specialty, discount).

RECEIVING

1. Machine -readable invoices from vendors can be loaded.

2. Invoices are automatically balanced.
3. Order records can be retained for later en masse purge or automatically purged at

time ofreceipt at option oflibrary (for financial accounting, to prevent duplicate or-

ders, to show cataloging in process)

CLATMS

1. Default claim can be internally overridden.
2. Claims can be produced on a schedule or on demand.

CHANGE/RE-ORDER

1. Fund accounts automatically updated ifprice or quantity change'

2. Converts currency for foreign orders.

INqUIRY

1. Order file: by author, title/series, ISBN/ISSN, vendor name, purchase order num-

ber, unique order number
2. Fund accounts: by fund account number.
3. Un to 256 characters each for author and title/series.
4. Sliows all records with similar search keys for detecting duplicate orders.

ONLTNE REPORTS

1. Summary of fund accounts: allocation, encumbered, expended, balance',

2 . List of records on hold for a certain reason (reason codes io be defined by the library:

no money to order, requester review needed, supervisor review needed, etc.)'

3. Can they provide samples?

OTFLTNE REPoRTS

1. Orders outstanding more than specifred time period, sorted by vendor.

!. Vendor performanie: fill rate, turnaround time, cancels, average discount, average

orice of orders.
3. Average cost ofpurchases by type ofmaterial, fund (subject).
4 Ordering and receiving activity by vendor.
5. Can be generated while online system is up.

SERTALS

System does fund accounting for serials (i.e., input invoices)'
System spawns separate bibliographic records for nonperiodical serials received.

System maintains all serials as open orders.

INTERFACE

1. Comprehensive MARC bibliographic database-does the system have an online in-

terface to OCLC? To RLIN?
2. Online catalog-on-order/in-process records transferred to it

3. Circulation system-can place holds on on-order/in-process records..- - -.
4. Word p.o..r.i.rg-..n prbd,r.. form letters for price quotations, availability inqui-

ries, invoice claims, voucher claims, etc

Srnvrcl AND MAINTENANcE

1. On-site maintenance available locally.
2. Response within one working day by contract.
3. Swap now, repair later preferred.

1 .
2 .
?
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Cosr
l. Equipment.
2. Installation and site preparation (e.g., electrical wiring, air conditioning).
3. Telecommunications.
4. Network or subscription fees.
5.  Manuals and t ra in ing.
6. Transaction costs.
7. Supplies (forms, stationery, postage).
B.  Personnel .

Source: Task Force on Automation Planning for Acquisitions and Fund Accounting,
"Final Report" (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York at Albany University
Librar ies,  Feb.  10,  1983),  p.  B5-BB.
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Pitfsburgh Regionol Librory Cenler
Seriols Cqncellotion Proiect

Ruth C. Corler ond Scotf Bruntien

The Pittsburgh Regional Libraryt Center Serials Cancellation Project originated as
a result oJ substantial cuts in serial subscriptions b2 manlt libraries in usestern
Penns2laania in 1980. To make cancellation decisions and yt retain as broadll
based a serials collection as possibile in the region, the libraries attempted to com-
municate with each other in traditional nonmachine ways. Under deuelopment at
the same time, the Pennsltluania Union List of Seriak, a large, widelt aaailable
database oJ bibliographic and holdings records, seemed to hatte the potential to com-
municate cancellalion decisions as the2 occurred. This article reuiews the history oJ
the Serials Cancellation Project condicted fui the Pitxburgh Regional Librarlt Cei-
ter with a grantfrom the Council on Library Resources. Technical detailsfor im-
plementing the projut uia the OCLC database are discussed and theJindings oJ the
project summarized It was concluded that the use of large-scale online databases
such as union lists of serials ffirs considerable potential to aid collection deaelop-
ment fficers and library managers.

INTRODUCTIoN AND BecrcnouNo

In the spring of 1980, a cyclical phenomenon occurred in the libraries
of western Pennsylvania. Although not limited to libraries in the eco-
nomically depressed area of western Pennsylvania, those libraries, in-
cluding libraries in or close to the city of Pittsburgh, were exceptionally
hard hit.

This recurring event was caused by the inadequacy of budgeted funds
to cover the renewal cost of current subscriptions, much less any it might
be deemed desirable to add. Therefore, there was a more or less simulta-
neous mandate in many libraries in the western Pennsylvania region to
cancel existing serial subscriptions. The libraries included the lJniver-
sity of Pittsburgh, Duquesne lJniversity, Carnegie-Mellon lJniversity,
and the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, all of which had aracit under-
standing and interdependence with each other regarding access to serial
resources.

There were a number of factors behind the timing of the 1980 crisis.
Some tended to kre local in nature, such as institutional budget con-
straints, which made it difficult to increase monies for the acquisition of

Ruth C. Carter, Technical Services Coordinator, IJniversity of Pittsburgh Libraries,
and Scott Bruntjen, Executive Director, Pittsburgh Regional Library Center, were
members of the PRLC Serials Cancellation Proiect Advisory Committee.
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library materials; some were external, such as the decreasing value of the
dollar in the world market. Libraries with a sizable percentage of sub-
scriptions to foreign journals were particularly susceptible to a subscrip-
tion budget that no longer covered existing commitments.

When the budget crises occurred, the library managers and collection
development officers of the various institutions tried to coordinate the
cancellation ofjournals. It was important to them that, insofar as possi-
ble, the only current subscription to any single title that existed in the
region not be cancelled. Concern existed that the collective regional se-
rial resources be as broad and comprehensive as possible.

Consequently, considerable attention was directed to attempts to find
out which institution still held a given title and which titles any one insti-
tution might be considering cancelling. A number of methods were em-
ployed to exchange information on proposed or implemented serial sub-
scription cancellations. These methods included: (1) meetings of library
directors and collection development ofhcers, (2) telephone calls, and (3)
exchange of paper lists.

Lack of currency andlor limited distribution of the information were
serious limitations of the methods to communicate actual or probable
cancellations. At the very same time that cumbersome methods were be-
ing employed to coordinate the serial cancellation crisis, a powerful on-
line tool, which could be used to transmit this and other collection devel-
opment information on a current basis to a widespread audience, was in
development .  This  was the Pennsylvania Union L is t  of  Ser ia ls
(PaULS).

The development of PaULS has been described in detail by Carter
and Bruntjen.'" PaULS was funded with LSCA monies by the State
Library of Pennsylvania. Active work on the Pennsylvania {Jnion List of
Serials began in the fall of 1979. It had significant impact early because it
incorporated the existing online union lists of the Pittsburgh Regional
Library Center (PRLC) and the University of Pittsburgh. In the spring
of 1980 there were already more than forty thousand titles with holdings
online. The holdings were displayed in Local Data Records (LDRs) and
indicated which specific volumes were held by an institution. A holdings
statement could include note information and later the ANSI codes con-
tained in the American National Standardfor Serial Holdings Statements at the
Summaryt Leael.n

Staff of the Pittsburgh Regional Library Center and the University of
Pittsburgh were actively involved in the development of PaULS. It
seemed to them that it had many as yet untapped or barely tapped poten-
tial applications. One of these was the capability of communicating can-
cellation decisions as they were made.

This paper describes the process by which the idea to use online union
list information to aid collection development offrrcers and library man-
agers was funded, tested, and analyzed,.

Pnoposer Dnvnr,opurnNr
When the idea occurred that the large-scale online union lists of serials
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are a natural mechanism for the communication necessary to maintain a
broadly based regional serial collection, the next step was the identifica-
tion of an appropriate agency to fund a pilot project. The Council on
Library Resources (CLR) was approached because of its expressed in-
terest in related applications that might receive widespread adaptation
in regional and national academic and research libraries.

In response to an initial letter of inquiry, CLR staff indicated that they
were interested in a pilot project. CLR requested that PRLC demon-
strate that the problem to 

-be 
iddressed, in ihis .me coordinating serial

cancellation decisions as one portion of cooperative collection develop-
ment, would have widespread applicability and utility if results were
positive.

The next step was to telephone or write librarians at geographically
dispersed institutions to inquire as to the utility of developing an online
system of communicating cancellation of serial subscriptions. In addi-
tion, relevant literature was examined. Although there was no clear rec-
ord of any previous attempt at communicating collection development
decisions in an online mode as soon as they were made, there were pre-
vious attempts at coordinating serial cancellation decisions on a regional
or type-of-library basis. Medical libraries were in the forefront of this
type of cooperation. C. LeeJones in his tenure as medical librarian, Co-
lumbia University Medical Center, advocated regional cooperation in
serials acquisitions by medical libraries.'Many of his rnggeitions were
implemented by the Regional Coordination of Biomedical Information
Resources (RECBIR) program."

Documentation to support demonstrated need and utility of an online
mechanism for communicating cancellation decisions as they are made
was an integral part of the proposal letter submitted to CLR on February
19, 1981. Subsequent discussion resulted in a revised budget conveyed
in a letter of April 3, 1981. On April 30, 1981, the Pittsburgh Regional
Library Center received the letter from CLR awarding the grant to
carry out the work described in its earlier letters.

Essential to the proposal to CLR was a preliminary agreement with
OCLC regarding the use of its system to communicate serial subscrip-
tion cancellation decisions. Project developers approached OCLC with
a preference to indicate a cancellation decision via the use of a code in the
"Acquisition Status Code" field of summary holdings. lJnfortunately,
the code suggested, an B, was not part of the existing 4merican National
StandardJor Serial Holdings Statements at the Summaryt Leuel.' OCLC person-
nel concluded that use of the code was unacceptable because it did not
follow existing national standards. Ultimately, it was agreed that the
cancellation decision would be communicated in the form of a note in the
fields for holdings statements.

Shortly after news of the award was received, one of the authors par-
ticipated in a meeting of OCLC's lJnion List Task Force. At that meet-
ing onJune 1, 1981, it was agreed that subfield n of the SCHD and
SIHD helds of the OCLC Local Data Records would be used to record
the cancellation decisions. The wording adopted was:
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cancellation effective with (vol):(no) (year):(month)
for example:
cancellation effective with 9:6 1981:12

The issue and the date cited are those of the last issue received.
While technical details for transmitting critical information werc bc-

ing agreed upon for use within the OCLC system, the PRLC Serials
Cancellation Project was seeking other key participants. Temple Uni-
versity, Pennsylvania State lJniversity, and Marshall University agreed
to participate with the other PRLC contributors to the Pennsylvania
Union L is t  of  Ser ia ls .

An advisory committee to the project was formed with the following
members :  Susan  B ryn teson ,  I Jn i ve rs i t y  o f  De laware ;  Hend r i k
Edelman, Rutgers University; Barbara Markuson, Indiana Coopera-
tive Library Services Authority; Marilyn Norstedt, Virginia Polytech-
nic & State University; George Parsons, Council on Library Resources;
Ruth Carter, IJniversity of Pittsburgh; and Scott Bruntjen, Pittsburgh
Regional Library Center.

DEscRrPTroN oF THE PRoJEcr

Originally, the project was scheduled for the period from August 1,
1981, through October 31, 1982. Its active work was eventually ex-
tended through December 31, 1982. The final report on the Serials Can-
cellation Project was submitted in December 1983."

In August 1981, with the project formally under way, selected li-
braries were invited to be part of the cancellation project. Temple Uni-
versity and Penn State were participants in some of the initial stages of
the Pennsylvania lJnion List of Serials but, as RLIN libraries, were not
committed to comprehensive input of their serial collection data into
PaULS. Marshall lJniversity, as a West Virginia library, was outside
the initial focus of PaULS. All Pennsylvania libraries that were mem-
bers of PRLC and also PaULS participants were requested to report
cancellation decisions for serial subscriptions as those decisions were
made.

In essence, the project consisted of asking participating libraries to no-
tify PRLC of decisions to cancel serial subscriptions as soon as they were
made. This requirement recognized the fact that a cancellation decision
could be made but that it would often be a year or more before the last
issue of a subscription would be received in the library. A second report-
ing step was absolutely essential.

Apparently, for a combination of reasons, it was not easy for partici-
pants to grasp the fact that cancellation decision recording, it if were to
be useful for collection development purposes in a live situation, means
two-step reporting. Many libraries that were requested to report cancel-
lation decisions as they were made reported closed holdings or reported
open holdings but then did not report closed holdings when the last issue
arrived. The lack of general understanding of the purpose of the two-
step reporting limited the overall usefulness of the actual project. How-
ever, it must be made clear that the two-step reporting is clearly an im-
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portant and necessary step for cooperative collection development using
online tools. Communication of that information is essential if these ap-
plications of online tools are to give full value by providing current infor-
mation.

Although the capability existed for most participating libraries to en-
ter cancellation decisions directly online, it was decided to centralize in-
put for reasons of quality control and monitoring activity level during
the pilot project. PRLC furnished reporting forms to all project partici-
pants. These were returned by participating libraries to the cataloger
hired half-time for the project. The cataloger was located at the lJniver-
sity of Pittsburgh. Part-time inputters assisted the cataloger with the in-
put of holdings and necessary bibliographic records. More than twelve
hundred cancellation decisions were posted in the course of the project.
Titles cancelled by the University of Pittsburgh were input directly by
staff there.

Tnr Pno;rcr ADVTSoRY
CovrnartrnE r STANDARDS

The advisory committee to the serial cancellation project met twice:
November 30, 1981, and December B, 1982. Both meetings resulted in
valuable direction andlor assessment for the project.

In the first meeting the members spent a great deal of time discussing
the relationships of the project to standards and considering how the
workshops planned for the project could be made meaningful. The
workshops were the easy part. The advisory committee suggested that
materials be furnished to the workshop participants in advance so they
could work through various exercises and come to the workshops with
some hands-on experience. The project staff accepted this advice and the
workshops benefited from this pre-meeting online experience of the par-
trcrpants.

The standards issue was a much more difficult area in which to accom-
plish specifrc project goals. It has already been noted that one ofthe orig-
inal goals was a new status code within the "Acquisition Status Code" of
the American National Standard for Serial Holdings Staternents at the Summary
Leuel. It seemed logical to the individuals who proposed the cancellation
project that there should be a new acquisition status code created for se-
rials for which the subscription cancellation had been entered but the
title was still being received in the library.

In general, the advisory committee to the project concurred. In fact,
its discussion led to a recommendation for the creation of four new ac-
quisition status codes to aid collection development officers. These were:

2 Acquisition under consideration
3 On order, not yet received
7 Cancellation under consideration
8 Cancelled, last issue not received.

The above suggestions for acquisition status codes were submitted to
ANSC 239 Subcommittee E, which was in the process of working on
standards for serial holdines statements at the detailed level. The draft
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standard which went out for a vote, however, did not include the addi-
tion of the above values to the "Acquisitions Status Code" list of values.
However, the fact that the advisory committee authorized the recom-
mendations recognized the potential of online bibliographic databases
shared by many institutions for an active role in collection development.

One developing de facto standard did incorporate a mechanism for
communicat ing cancel la t ion decis ion in format ion.  This was the
' ' USMARC Format for Holdings and Locations, ' ' which was in the ini-
tial stages of being drafted at thelime of the cancellation project.n Mem-
bers of the advisory committee helped influence development so that the
draft communications format included provision for cancellation deci-
sion information. It is likely that there will be increased interest in the
question of communicating collection development decisions in a stand-
ardized fashion as the focus shifts in many libraries from acquisition of
materials to provision of access regardless of location.

CeNcilr-erroN PRoJEcr WoRKsHoPs
Five regional workshops were conducted as part of the PRLC Serials

Cancellation Project. These were hosted by the University of Pitts-
burgh, Mercyhurst College in Erie, Pennsylvania, Temple University,
Pennsylvania State lJniversity, and West Virginia College of Graduate
Studies.

Practice exercises sent to the registrants in advance provided basic
training in searching the Pennsylvania lJnion List of Serials online in
the OCLC database. They included information about searching other
union lists available through OCLC and made it possible for a collection
development decision maker to take into account the holdings for a title
of concern that might be located outside of the immediate area.

Another important part of the pre-workshop materials sent to partici-
pants were two questionnaires, one on current serial acquisitions and the
other concerning cooperative collection development issues. Together
the two questionnaires asked for information on topics such as the fol-
lowing: number of serial titles currently received; the number currently
purchased; the number acquired through gift or exchange; the number
of serial t it les cancelled in 1981 and in 1982; the number of new tit les
ordered in 1981 and 1982; otherlibraries consulted, if any, and how they
are consulted in making serial cancellation decisions; the libraries, if
any, consulted when adding a serial title; the usefulness of cooperative
collection development decisions and tools; and the most appropriate
mechanism for cooperative collection development decisions.

The workshops were well attended. There were approximately 125
persons overall for an average of 25 per workshop. Responses regarding
general interest in or perceived value of online communication of serial
subscription cancellation decisions varied on a regional basis. In the ur-
ban areas, for example the Pittsburgh area, where the libraries are phys-
ically close and there was a significant amount of walk-in patron use
from one library to another, there was considerable concern regarding
the communication of cancellation information and real interest in coop-
erative collection development. On the other hand, in a region with li-
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braries more dispersed geographically, as in central Pennsylvania, there
was less expressed desire for prompt communication of serial cancel-
lation decisions. This input led to the project conclusion that if the serial
is not held within a convenient distance of the potential user, it might as
well be available via interlibraryloanas in another institution within the
region.

Overall, the workshops were an important and signifrcant part of the
project. They made it possible to introduce what were, in some cases,
new concepts to a large number of librarians in West Virginia and Penn-
sylvania. In some cases, the topic of conscious regional collection devel-
opment was considered seriously for the first time.

PRoJEcr CoNcr,usroNs

Members of the advisory committee of the PRLC Serials Cancel-
lation Project reached a number of conclusions about the project. The
conclusions, limited to that project and outlined in its final report, are:

1. Cancellation reporting is best appreciated as one part of overall
collection management information;

2. The next time budgets are decreased, librarians will appreciate
that the system is in place even if it has not been fully utilized pre-
viouslv:

3. In the'short term, the value was perceived most readily in those
areas where users can easily commute to other libraries;

4. It was an off year in which to test the utility of communicating
cancellation decisions because the dollar was high and most li-
braries did not cancel many serial titles during the project;

5. There is a widespread lack of sophisticated use of any online sys-
tem outside the conventional, narrowly defirted, subsystem-
specihc uses;

6. The majority of librarians do not seem to care whether they have
a voice in developing new strategies for problem resolution;

7. There should be an established code in the ANSI standard for
summary levels 2 and 3 to aid machine manipulation;

B. In general, participants better understood and appreciated the
uses of online files for more than passive applications at the end of
the project;

9. Technical procedures to implement the communication of serial
cancellation decisions have been incorporated into the manual for
the Pennsylvania Union List of Serials and should be incorpo-
rated into the procedures for other union lists for maximum ef-
fect;

10. Inclusion of the provision for cancellation information communi-
cation in the draft of the "MARC Communications Format for
Holdings and Locations" may have been influenced in part by
this project;

11 . The project reafhrmed and emphasized the value of online tech-
nology as an aid to collection development;

12. The value of systematic reporting of cancellation decisions was
demonstrated, and the procedure should be adopted by others;
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13. The project helped raise the consciousness of l ibrarians to tlrr: irr
terrelationship of activities in various areas, and I ibrarian s ;r [)l ) r ( :
ciated this awareness of other areas;

14. The cost of actually maintaining the cancellation in{ormatiorr is
minimal;

15. The maintenance of up-to-date cancellation data wil l bc la<;i l i-
tated by the capability for decentralized online maintenancc;

16. Maintenance of cancellation data should become part ofnornr:rl
routines in libraries;

17. Applications such as entering cancellations move bibliographi<;
files from a passive position to that of an active applications tool ;
and

18. Library managers need greater awareness of the strength of on-
line tools in managing the^ir collections. This project has demon-
strated that can be done. 

' '

SrcnrrrceNcE oF THE CANcELLATToN
Pnoyncr ro LTBRARTES

There are now widely available machine-readable bibliographic data-
bases. These databases, including RLIN and OCLC, have miny thou-
sands of serial titles in their files. The PRLC Serials Cancellation Proiecr
was an attempt to demonstrate that large machine-readable bibjio-
graphic databases can support many applications. In this particular
case, the application was that of using the serials database online with
OCLC as an active tool for collection development and collection man-
agement.

The middle and late 1980s will see increasing emphasis on access to
library materials rather than acquisition of those materials. Neverthe-

discussed by Carter ilr relationship to online services and collection de-
velopment in serials.

Communication of collection development decisions online, as was
tested for subscription cancellation decisions in the project described in
this article, is an important step in making optimum collection manage-
ment decisions. The large-scale bibliographic databases have just begun
to have their potential tapped in terms of special applications. The serial
cancellation project represents an attempt to heighten the awareness on
the part of collection development offrcers and library managers of a po-
tentially valuable tool at their disposal.

The next time there is a widespread budget deterioration in a group of
libraries accustomed to cooperating or among libraries in a particular
geographic region or state, there will be a need to communicate in a
timely, systematic manner the collection development decisions about
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serial cancellations. The librarians participating in the PRLC Serials
Cancellation Project will be in a more favorable position then because
there is a mechanism in place to facilitate the communication of their
cancellation decisions. In the meantime, it is hoped that additional insti-
tutions will begin to use the online, shared databases for collection devel-
opment information of mutual concern in today's environment of inter-
dependence and cooperation.
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IEEE Conference Publicqlions
in l ibrories

Korl E. Johnson

Surueys were conducted to determine how libraries handle the conference publica-
tions of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the auailabili4t of
suitable cataloging, and the preJerence of librar2 patrons regarding access to these
publications. The conclusions zaere that most libraries JulQ catalog their IEEE
conJerence publications, using readiQ aaailable but sometimes difficult to retrieae
Librarlt of Congress cataloging, and that librarlt patrons frequently require serzes
access to these ualuable bublications.

T
I nB coNrcRENCE puBLrcATroNs of the Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronics Engineers (IEEE) are unquestionably of inestimable value to en-
gineers and scientists in many areas of high technology. But these same
publications, which many libraries spend approximately five thousand
dollars annually to purchase, have long posed handling and cataloging
problems for libraries. Although some of these publications are truly
monographs, a significant number are serial in nature, in that they come
forth annually from various units of IEEE. However, frequent changes
in titles, issuing bodies, and formats make recognition of individual is-
sues diffrcult at best and of long-standing serial entries virtually impos-
sible. The Library of Congress (LC) reacted, understandably enough,
to this situation by cataloging more and more of these serial publications
as monographs. This method in turn forced libraries to access and use
many more individual pieces of cataloging than would have been neces-
sary had the publications been suitable for serial cataloging. Along with
this need to access more and more cataloging came a concurrent empha-
sis on computer retrieval of cataloging data by subprofessional staff. In
the case of IEEE conference publications, with their varied and often
short, one-word titles as well as their frequent changes in name of issuing
body, the incidence of successful computer retrieval of LC cataloging
data can drop to unacceptably low levels. In numerous instances, the
only way to retrieve exact LC cataloging data efficiently from a comput-
erized database is via LC card number, which for many years was not
often found with any degree of correctness in either tLe publications

Karl EJohnson, Assistant Professor, is a member of the staff of the University of Rhode
Island Library.
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themselves or the Index to IEEE Publications.' The net result for libraries
was likely to be a backlog of uncataloged IEEE conference publications
and/or an inordinate reliance upon professional catalogers either to re-
trieve LC cataloging data belitedly from the National Union Catalog
(NUC) or to provide original cataloging.

Trrr STTUATION AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND

By the mid- 1970s, the backlog of uncataloged IEEE conference publi-
cations at the University of Rhode Island (URI) was increasing rapidly.
It was during this time, while trying to assist bibliographic searching
staff, that this author discovered the need for accurate LC card numbers
if computer retrieval of exact LC cataloging data was to be achieved
from the OCLC computerized bibliographic database. By the end of
1980, approximately five hundred IEEE conference publications were
uncataloged and virtually inaccessible to the library's patrons. At that
time, this author conducted a hasty examination of twenty-three IEEE
conference publications along with relevant computer-retrieved catalog-
ing data, of which approximately one-third was produced by LC, pro-
vided by the bibliographic searching staff. In essence, the conclusions
were that the publications could be cataloged but that considerable pro-
fessional effort would be necessary. From this study came a proposal, by
this author and subsequently largely implemented by the URI Library,
to place IEEE conference publications in a special collection, arranged
by IEEE catalog number, with bibliographic access provided through
the Engineering Indzx and tt,.e Index to IEEE Publications . In early 1 983 , with
administrative encouragement and the granting of 20 percent release
time from normal cataloging duties, this author proposed a research
project to study further the relationship between IEEE conference publi-
cations and libraries. This proposal, subsequently approved, was the ba-
sis [or the following investigation.

THE IEEE CoNrnneNcn
PuBLrcATroN RESEARCH PRoJEcr

Four surveys were conducted during the course of the investigation.
They included a survey of the literature, a survey of libraries purchasing
IEEE conference publications, a survey of the OCLC computerized bib-
liographic database, and a survey of library patrons from the URI engi-
neering and computer science departments.

SuT.vny oF THE LITERATURE

A largely computerized Iiterature search covering five computerized
indexes and one printed index discovered few references relative to li-
braries and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Pere-
goy'*^r critical of IEEE for the confusion caused serial librarians by the
constant changes in their publications in both names of issuing bodies
and titles. Cole' recognized the problems involved in cataloging IEEE
conference publ icat ions as ser ia ls ,  due to f requent  b ib l iographic
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changes, and advocated monographic cataloging instead. Amir,o after
consultation with other concerned catalogers, entered a plea for cooper-
ation between IEEE and LC in the hope of reducing the complexities in
cataloging these publications. Jerrill," stated that IEEE advises confer-
ence publications editors to maintain title consistency between cover
and title pages as well as between successive titles in the same series, but
admitted that many justifiable complaints to IEEE from librarians per-
tain to exactly these points and are the result of volunteer editsrs failing
to comply with IEEE's suggestions. lJnsworth,u though recognizing the
difficulties involved in cataloging the conference publications as serials,
nevertheless recommended serial cataloging whenever possible because
of lower costs to libraries and greater benefiis to library patrons. Penick'
acknowledged that IEEE is aware of and deplores the problems these
publications cause libraries but has virtually no control over the confer-
ence publications, which are products assembled under the direction of
volunteer editors far removed from IEEE.

LrsreRy Sunvny on
IEEE CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

A survey of libraries purchasing the conference publications of the In-
stitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers was conducted through
the cooperation of IEEE staff who mailed a questionnaire to 193 libraries
via their confidential subscriber list. IJnfortunately, only 63 (33 percent)
of the libraries surveyed responded and not all libraries answered all
questions. Data regarding budget, staff, and number of patrons served
were particularly scanty, and, totals did not, and in fact were not ex-
pected to, tally up to 100 percent within the broad categories. But, in
general, it is probably safe to conclude that the predominant responses
are a reasonably accurate indication of how most libraries are handling
the conference publications of IEEE. The data provided was evaluated
for overall response and then separated into categories related to type of
l ibrary (i.e., academic, company, government, public, and other), a
breakdown suggested by the fifth edition of the Directory of Special Libraries
and Information Centers. The response from academic, company, and gov-
ernment libraries was further evaluated; the response from public and
other libraries was not deemed worthy of further evaluation due to scar-
city of returns (2 public, 4 other) and lack of homogeneity. All libraries
responding currently catalog IEEE conference publications (i.e., pro-
vide bibliographic access to individual issues). Most libraries use LC
cataloging data and access this cataloging via OCLC. Most libraries
provide standard author/title/subject access and a signifrcant number
(12, or 19 percent) find it necessary to provide series access also. Most
libraries still maintain a card catalog and use the LC classification sys-
tem. Although the majority class these publications only in series, al-
most as many class some in series and some separately. Interestingly,
company libraries (13, or 21 percent) are more likely to classify these
publications only in series, while academic libraries (9, or 14 percent)
are more l ikely to classify both separately and in series. Most l ibraries
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surveyed were main libraries. All but 1 of the academic libraries holding
these publications grant doctoral degrees, and only 7 (1 1 percent) ofthe
libraries responding indicated displeasure with the frequent name
changes found in the IEEE conference publications and the cataloging
problems resulting therefrom (see table 1).

TABLE 1
IEEE CoNrEnnNce Punr-tcATIoN

Cernrocruc Pnec'rrces rn 63 LrstntrEs"

Overall Academic
N o .  ( % )  N o .  ( % )

Company
N o .  ( % )

Govt.
N o .  ( % )

Libraries responding
Central (main)
Departmental (branch)
IJnknown

Type of catalog
Book
Card
Microform
Online computer

Utilize for cataloging
Library of Congress
Original
Other

Access cataloging via
NUC 9
OCLC 26
RLIN 6
Other 15
Bibliographic access
Author
Series
Subject
Title

Classification system
Dewey
LC
Other
Classify
Separately
Series
Both
Publication name changes
perceived as problem.

2r  (33)
(84) 16 (76)
(14) s (2+)
(2)

6 (10) 1 (s)
37 (5e) 16 (76)
14 (22) s (2+)
22 (35) 3 (14)

48 (76) le (e0)
32  (s1)  11  (s2)
14 (22) s (+3)

63
53
9
I

1 l
8
2
I

I

5
6
5

2s (40)
23 (e2)
2 (8)

(1  7 )
(73)
(18)
(e)

(e)
(4s)
(s5)
(45)

3 (r2)
L4 (56)
3  ( 1 2 )

n $4)
J .

20
9
,

4
I
+
A
t

a -

e (14)
41 (65)
1 3  ( 2 1 )

14 (22)
23 (37)
21 (33)

(r+) 3 (r+)
(41) r+ (67)
(10) r (s)
(24) 5 (24)

(80)
(36)

(8)

(16 )
(36)
(16 )
(16 )

7 (64)
7 (6+)
3 (27)

I (e)
1 (e)
1 (e)
s (45)

5 .

7 .

61 (e7)
12 (re)
61 (e7)
6r (e7)

o i
Z L

*
90
2 l

(100
( 1 e
(es)

(100)

4  (1e)  3
15 (7 t )  19
2 (10)  4

23 (e2)  1 l  (100)
3 (12) 3 (27)

2s  (100)  10  (e1)
23 (e2) 11 (100)

6 .
r2)
76)
16)

6 (2e) 5 (20)
5 (2+) 13 (52)
e (43) 5 (20)

z
5
n
t

(l

J

+

18)
45)
36)

(18)
(27)
(36)

7  (11 \  4  (1e)  I  (4 )  I  (e )
*Responses from 2 public and 4 other libraries included in overall category only. To-

tals do not and should not be expected to tally up to 100% within the categories.
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OCLC DATABASE SuRvny

A survey of the OCLC computerized bibliographic database was con-
ducted during 1983 to determine how much suitable cataloging was
available for URI's uncataloged IEEE conference publications. The
procedure involved examining individual IEEE conference publications
and photocopying any portion (e.g., cover, t it le page, t it le page verso,
etc.) that displayed bibliographic information. These photocopies (usu-
ally two) then became a work form, representing the publication, to
which were added any variant spine title, pagination, and IEEE catalog
number (if not already present). The work forms were then searched
against the OCLC database by LC card number, title, various author/
title combinations, andlor International Standard Book/Serial Num-
bers (ISBNs/ISSNs). Retrieval by LC card number was found to be
quickest and most likely to result in exactly matching cataloging to pub-
lication. Title retrieval, for the one-word titles and acronyms frequently
used on these publications, was often impossible, as the search key re-
trieved more bibliographic records than the computer could process.
Author/title searches, although frequently productive, accessed com-
prehensive displays requiring additional searching, thereby slowing efh-
ciency of retrieval considerably. ISSNs/ISBNs were seldom found in
these publications and therefore did not constitute a significant search
strategy. Work forms, for which exact or related LC cataloging was not
found, were then searched in the Index to IEEE Publications and/or the
Library Information []pdate," a supplement to the IEEE Pubtications Bulletin,
for LC card numbers or ISBNs/ISSNs. Work forms, for which addi-
tional data was located, were then searched a second time in the OCLC
database. Work forms, for which a second OCLC search was not pro-
ductive, were then searched in the NUC for LC card numbers, and a
third OCLC search was initiated for any LC card numbers found. The
frndings were categorized into exact LC cataloging, related LC catalog-
ing (i.e., LC cataloging for another issue, etc.), and contributed catalog-
ing (i.e., original cataloging input by member libraries). Information as
to whether the cataloging was monographic or serial was noted, and a
short title was assigned to each publication in the hope that it would ulti-
mately assist in connecting serial issues. The resulting data was orga-
nized by IEEE catalog number and printed out with the aid of an Apple
II microcomputer. A total of 758 IEEE conference publications, extend-
ing over a period ofsixteen years (1968-83), were searched for catalog-
ing data (see table 2).

In reading table 2, note that the totals in the three cataloging catego-
ries as well as the monograph and serial categories do not equal the num-
ber of publications searched. This discrepancy is due to the fact that LC-
related cataloging and contributed cataloging were intentionally
retrieved for the same publication and that both monographic and serial
cataloging are sometimes available for the same publication.

Exact LC cataloging was located for 574 publications (76 percent).
Related LC cataloging was located for an additional 116 publications,
and contributed cataloging also was located for many of these. Mono-
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graphic cataloging was available for 489 publications (65 percent), and
serial cataloging was available for 279 publications (37 percent). The to-
tals displayed in table 2 indicate that LC is cataloging most IEEE confer-
ence publications. The decrease in availability of exact LC cataloging
and the simultaneous increase in contributed cataloging, shown from
1981 through 1983, are probably due to the normal lag in availability of
LC cataloging and presumably do not indicate a change in LC policy.

TABLE 2
REsuLrs or OCLC Seencups pon
IEEE CoNrenr,Nrce PusrrcATroNS *

Year
Pubs. Cataloging

Searched LC Exact LC Related Contributed Monograph Serial
N o .  ( % )  N o .  ( % )  N o .  ( % )  N o .  ( % )  N o .  ( % )

1968
1969
1970
r97 1
1972
1973
197 4
197 5
1976
r97 7
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1 983
Total

1 -
1

1 -I

z
7

r2
l +
43
1 7
t : )
36
56
72
95

108
106
11+
60

758

1
E
J

5
o

2r
7
o

22
48
O J

B9
98
92
BO
29

57+

1 -
(7 1)  |  (14)  4 (57)  4 (57)
( 4 2 )  4 ( 3 3 )  5 ( + 2 )  s ( 7 5 )  3 ( 2 s )
( 5 7 )  s ( 3 6 )  5 ( 3 6 )  B ( 5 7 )  7 ( 5 0 )
(4e) 12 (28) 1s (35) 20 (47) 22 (51)
(+r) 8 (47) 8 (47) 12 (71) 6 (35)
(40) s (33) B (53) rr  (73) 6 (40)
(61) 13 (36) r4 (3e) 21 (s8) 15 (42)
(86) 7 (r3) 7 (13) 37 (66) re (3+)
(88)  B  (11)  8  (11)  51  (71)  21  (2e)
(e4) 2 (2) 4 (4) 55 (58) 3e (41)
(e1) 7 (6) 7 (6) 70 (65) 3e (36)
(87) 10 (e) 14 (13) 6e (65) +4 (42)
(70) 17 (r5) 2e (25) B0 (70) 33 (2s)
(48) 16 (27) 27 (4s) 41 (68) 20 (33)
(76) 116 (15) r52 (20) 4Be (6s) 27s (37\

*Note that the totals in the three cataloging.categories as well as the monograph and
serial categories do not equal the number ofpublications searched. This is due to the fact
that LC-related cataloging and contributed cataloging were intentionally retrieved for
the same publication and that both monographic and serial cataloging are sometimes
available for the same publication. Percentages refer to the number of publications
searched wi th in each year.

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND USER SURVEY

A user survey of faculty, staff, and students in three engineering de-
partments (Electrical, Mechanical, and Ocean Engineering) and in the
Department of Computer Science was conducted by this author and
Mimi Keefe, chair, Public Services Department, URI Library. As
noted previously, the library shelves the IEEE conference publications
in a special collection by IEEE catalog number with bibliographic access
provided by the Engineering Index and the Index to IEEE Publications . Of the
twenty-four respondents, 79 percent were satisfied with the current
method of access, although 67 percent indicated that standard author/ti-
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tle/subject access through the library's catalogs would provide better
service. When asked if they would prefer to see IEEE conference publi-
cations shelved along with other items in their subject, 50 percent op-
posed the proposal, while 38 percent approved.

Suuvrenv
The literature and the responses from librarians surveyed suggest that

IEEE conference publications pose a cataloging problem, for at least
some libraries, in that the frequent name changes, in both tit le and issu-
ing body, make seria-l identification and cataloging difficult. Examina-
tion of the OCLC database reveals that retrieval of LC cataloging data
for IEEE conference publications can be diffrcult without correct LC
card numbers due, at least in part, to the one-word titles often found in
these publications. Correct LC card numbers were found, with increas-
ing frequency, in later IEEE conference publications, and the Index to
IEEE Publications and the Libraryt Information Update we re found to be of
considerable assistance in locating LC card numbers not found in the
publications. The user survey at URI suggests an appreciation, on the
part of the patron, for having IEEE conference publications shelved in
series, or at least available by IEEE catalog number, in addition to hav-
ing standard author, title, and subject access. These conclusions are re-
inforced by the findings of the library survey in that 37 percent of all
l ibraries responding class IEEE conference publications only in series,
19 percent of all libraries responding find it helpful to provide series
added entries, 100 percent of the l ibraries responding do catalog these
publications, and 97 percent of the l ibraries responding provide stan-
dard author, t it le, and subject access.
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The Plqce of the Journol in
the Scholorly Communicotions Sysfem

Chor les B.  Osburn

T
I Hr, rRsx oF DEFTNING the role of the iournal in the scholarly communl-

cation system can be facil i tated by reierring first to the mission of any
major university in North America. In examining the mission state-
ment, we would quickly find that it can be interpreted in terms of the
transmission and creation of knowledge. Transmission of knowledge re-
fers to the teaching function of universities, while both the creation and
transmission of knowledge refer to the research function. Although the
methods applied to research, as that function frequently is defined, may
differ somewhat from the less rigorous approaches of general scholar-
ship, it is important to bear in mind that both research and scholarship
are expected to culminate in the transmission of new knowledge to a
broader peer group that can benef,rt from and build upon that knowl-
edge. It is not merely by coincidence that the French word scholies, mean-
ing "footnote," and the English word scholarship are derived from the
same root.

For reasons that are not entirely clear to me) we tend-at least in the
United States of America-to apply the word scholarship to fields of the
humanities and arts, while the word researcD is associated more widely
with fields in the sciences, applied sciences, and more and more com-
monly, with the social sciences. To be sure, the structure and methodol-
ogy usually understood to be fundamental to research are followed with
greater rigor in these fields than are the various approaches to scholar-
ship in the humanities, for example, the reason being the requirement of
replicability in the sciences. Yet the general goals of creating new infbr-
mation, a new theory, or a new perspective, and communicating that to
peers in the field, are fundamental common features of research and
scholarship in all f,relds. In other words, there really are more basic simi-
larities than differences among the categories of knowledge as they are
represented throughout our bureaucratic academic enterprise. Our sep-
aration of what we call in English "sciences" from other fields, such as
the humanities, is a very artificial separation that no doubt is convenient

Edited version of a paper presented to the Librarians' Association of the University of'
North Carol ina,  Chapel  Hi l l ,  March 5,  i984,  and to the RTSD "Who's Afra id of  Ser i -
a ls?" preconf 'e. . t t . . ,Jr . .  21 ,1984, by Char les B.  Osburn,  Dean and Univers i ty  L i -
b ra r i an ,  Un i ve rs i t y  o f  C inc i nna t i
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for some purposes, but is otherwise misleading.
To gain a sense of the full signihcance of the journal in the twentieth-

century university, one must comprehend that communication really is
the essence of science and that the journal is in fact and in symbol the
very heart of the enterprise that creates and transmits knowledge.

Much has been written about the sociology of the natural sciences in
the past quarter century both because there has been a lingering mys-
tique about it and because the patterns of practitioners in the f,reld are
assumed to be totally obiective and thus easier to follow. The latter may
be a false assumption, 6ut it is nonetheless largely responsible for the
considerable attention given to the sociology of science. There is also
value to be gained in analyzing relevant aspects of the sociology of sci-
ence because sociological patterns that have evolved in the so-called hard
sciences since World War II increasingly have served as models for the
development of other fields within academia. As ahelp in gaining insight
into the present place of the journal in our universit ies, we can look
briefly into the history of the development of that medium of scholarly
communication. Perhaps, also, an understanding of that past can help
us predict some of the chief considerations for the future of the scholarly
journal.

THE NURTURTNG EnvrnoNivrnNr

It appears to be an undisputed fact that the first scholarly journal was
the appropriately titledrlournal des scanans, initiated by Denis de Sallo on
January 5, 1665, in France. It was at least the first successful such jour-
nal issued in the Western World..r/ournal des scaaans was followed just two
months later by Philosophical Transactions of the Roltal Society, in England,
and these leads were imitated quickly throughout Europe. Both journals
continue to be regarded as important media of scholarly communication
even today.

When you hear the purposes of theJournal des scauans, as stated more
than three hundred years ago, I believe you will be struck by the similar-- 
ity of purpose to journals as we know them today. The stated purposes of
theJournal des scaaans in 1665 were to describe new books, provide obitu-
aries of leaders in science, summarize experiments, discoveries, inven-
tions, and observation of natural phenomena, disseminate principal de-
cisions of tribunals and universit ies, and monitor current events in the
world of letters.

Although the journal was not considered at the time of its beginnings
to be the def in i t ive form of  publ icat ion of  new f indings and
interpretations-a position then held by the book-it is clear that the
general purpose was to encourage research and facilitate the flow of in-
formation about research and scientific thought nationally and interna-
tionally. The time was ripe for the institution of the journal in the middle
of the seventeenth century, and it is worth noting that its beginnings con-
stituted so much of an evident new stage in the history of scholarly com-
munication that it was recognized widely even by contemporaries as an
invention.' A number of elements converged to create thii receptive at-
mosphere. Learned societies were on the rise, and with them the critical
debate that refines science and scholarship. In that milieu, both the pro-
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cess of crit ical review by peers and the scientists' means of establishing
priority claim for discoveiies or theories had already been evolving. The
formal expression of these sociological considerations was to be found in
correspondence, however. Letters from one scientist to another, an-
nouncing a discovery, invention, or theory, were written with the expec-
tation that they would be shared by others in the learned society and that
they would be critiqued in return correspondence, also to be shared.

It is very easy to see the limitations of this method of scholarly com-
munication, which depended so much on the circulation of one docu-
ment among a growing number of interested scientists. At the same
time, newspapers, having been developed earlier in the seventeenth cen-
tury, were also gaining influence and acceptance as a means of commu-
nication. The combination of this mechanism of general communication
with the more focused purposes of scholarly communication structured
by the learned societies certainly paved the way for the successlul crea-
tion of the journal.

While the form for scholarly communication was well along in its evo-
lution by the middle of the seventeenth century, the substance of science
also was evolv ing in  ways that  would be conducive to an innovat ive me-
dium of communication. For the seventeenth centurv was the age of ex-
per imenta l  sc ience,  and Francis Bacon usual ly  is  credi ted as a l r imary
influence in its development. The rejection of untested scientific law and
assumption, as promulgated and repeated by generations of earlier sci-
entists, led to the integrated use of laboratories for testing and observa-
tion. Experimentation required brief information about similar experi-
ments, and this exchange further encouraged^ the establishment of
communicat ion pat terns about  exper iments. '  Sc ient is ts  no longer
worked and thought in isolation from each other, but became part of a
community, creating a new body of knowledge that would no longer be
static, but rather one that would constantly be refrning itself and grow-
ing. The rational method of science, codified chiefly by Descartes in the
middle of the seventeenth century did much not only to structure a
model for the behavior of scientific inquiry, but also to create a mystique
about the objective and rational nature of science that only in our own
day is  being d ispel lec.

Because of the experimental approach, it was convenient and useful-
in terms of proceeding both with caution, yet with the possibil i ty of es-
tablishing priority claim for a discovery-to publish results in stages,
rather than in one definitive report upon completion of a full study.
This, of course, was a need that could be met well by the journal format,
and this capacity became, therefore, a guarantor of the immediate suc-
cess of the journal as a medium of scientif,rc communication.' To the ex-
tent that accuracy of information, testing, and critical debate were and
are crucial in the evolution of society, the journal is also. For the journal
became in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the most important
single forum to insist on these conditions.

From the second half of the eighteenth century through the end of the
nineteenth century, a new influence on the development of the journal
implanted itself. This was the increasing importance of the university,
generally, and the associated trend toward the focus of research and pro-
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fessional scholarship within universities. Largely inspired during the
Enlightenment, the public had begun to become aware of an emerging
relationship between science and the national economy, so that for some
time journils reflected the mixture of professional and lay involvement
in science. However, universities began to dominate the freld, which was
then made less accessible because ofihe requirements of costly laborato-
ries for experimentation. At the same time, science be gan to grow, for as
science was carried on in the bureaucratic structure of academia, areas
of specialization were developed in ever-narrowing subfrelds, always
rendering science intellectually less accessible to the public. And, as
might be expected, the creation of areas of specialization had three ma-
jor effects on science and its chief tool of communication, the journal.
These were a constantly growing work force in science; competit ion;
and the consistent creation of new journals reflecting the new areas of
specialization. This situation repeated itself in cycles.

Whereas in the early eighteenth century the journal was still largely a
medium of education and of the dissemination of estati l ished ideas. bv
the middle of the nineteenth century it had become a medium directed
expressly to a specialized audience of scientists. It is worthy of note that
the cycle of scientific growth and university involvement outlined above
was strengthened commensurate with the level of government support to
science during the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, on a
country-by-country basis.* It was in this context, in the twentieth cen-
tury, that the United States emerged as the chief competitor with Ger-
many in demonstrating a dynamic science of high quality.

Thus did the journal rise to dominance over the book as the primary,
i f  not  def in i t ive,  medium of  sc ient i f ic  communicar  ion.  In  the increas-
ingly competitive environment of the newly formed and rapidly growing
scientif ic.community, swiftness in establishilS priority c]i1m,'r*iftnesi
in participating in crit ical debate, and swiftness in gaining access to
needed information had become the criteria by which the media of com-
munication were to be judged. On the basis of these criteria, the journal
was found to be more appropriate than the book.

Next arises the question of the development of the scholarly journal in
fields other than the natural sciences, particularly in the humanities and
social sciences. Just as government support for science expedited its
early growth, its specialization, and the creation of subfield journals, so
did this cycle continue at an even greater pace following World War II.
So, also, were these patterns replicated in the humanities and social sci-
ences, the latter of which really is a twentieth-century development. As
we observed earlier, although'the cornrnon belief is that theri are qreat
distinctions separating the motivation and methods of the sciences, at
one extreme, from those of the humanities, at the other, there is eood
evidence that there are far more fundamental similarities than differ-
ences and, therefore, that the purposes served by journals are the samc
except in relative importance of the criterion of swiftness. The history o1'
the journal serving the humanities developed later than that of the sci-
ence s, perhaps by more than a century. But it did so in the tradition cs-
tablished in the sciences. Similarly, the humanities journal evolvcd Iionr
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one serving the tastes of the amateur of letters into a forum serving the
more scientifically oriented needs of specialist scholars at alatet date,
perhaps beginning in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Specialization in these fields came about just as it had in the sciences.
For example, philology split into language and literature. And when
study of the clissical linguages and literatures, and subsequently of the
older  nat ional  languages and l i teratures,  became saturated wi th
scholars, further su6frelds were created by legitimatizing the study of
texts of more recent date. One has only to examine the range of speciali-
t ies in a present-day university English department, and particularly the
variety ofjournal titles reflecting these areas ofspecialization, to see that
the pattern of the sciences applies to the humanities.

A curious fact that most of us will probably find amusing is that Derek

J . de Solla Price, long a student of the history of science, has entit led his
ihapter on l iterature growth ' '  Diseases of Science . '  " In this case, l i tera-
ture growth and the historical statistics ofjournals are one and the same,
given the importance of the journal to science. But de Solla Price tells us
more useful lacts than that, and they are quoted widely by historians of
science. For example, he observes that growth in the number ofjournals
is exponential, doubling every ten to fifteen years; that the relationship
between the number of scientists and the number of publications has re-
mained constant for three hundred years (about three per scientist); that
the rate of publication is higher in countries where the government sup-
ports scienie and that the rate is highest in countries in which such su-p-
port is a new corrdition. This latter fact stimulates speculation about fu-
iure growth of the literature in consideration of developing nations and
their emerging role in the world.

By the lale elghteenth century, there were nearly eight hundred scien-
tif ic journals inihe Western *o.id, half of them publiJhed in Germany.u
By 1895 there were about nin-e thousand, by 1950 frfty thousand, and by
1970 seventy-hve thousand.'There are now probably more than one
hundred thousand journals published currently in the fields of science
and technology. Inlhe United States, it is estimated that the number of
learnedjournals in all f ields increases at the rate of2 to 3 percent annu-
allv, half of these in the humanities and social sciences, and the other half
in science and technology.'

Now, of course, nobody can actually read all these hne journals.

Heaven knows, we can't even keep track of them. And, in fact, in view of
the statistics cited earlier, that has been the case for more than two centu-
ries. Concern began to be expressed rather seriously and consistently
about the increasing number of journals during the second half of the
eighteenth century, and it was around that time that abstractingjournals
first made their appearance, relieving some of the pressures of growth.
Having emerged as part of a loose but developing bibliographic control
system that included index journals and review journals, the abstract
journal of those early years evolved intermittently as the result of heroic
Lfforts made by enormously energetic and altruistic individuals. The
growth of abstracting jourr.rals throughout the past two centuries paral-
lels the growth of journals' and reflects at once the increasing interna-
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tional character of research, the intensifying need to keep abreast in an
organized fashion, and, of course, the heightened degree of specializa-
t ion.

The f,rrst specialized abstracting journal, the ChemischesJournalfilr die
Freundz der Naturlehre, was founded by Lorenz von Crell and lasted six
years. We should bear in mind that, although the beginning of these
journals is owed to individuals, the fact that they have flourished and
number in the thousands today is owed to the professional and scholarly
societies that soon took responsibility for their maintenance. 

'' And, fur-
thermore, while it is obvious that individuals certainly could not sustain
these large and complex enterprises, it is also true that in the earlier seg-
ments of their history-as well as in many cases today-commercial
houses tended to avoid responsibility for abstracting journals, finding
their production too expensive in view of the low revenue expected.

PUnpOSrs AND PRocESsEs

Over the past three centuries the role of the journal in the scholarly
communication system consistently has become more complex, but it
also has become firmly rooted. The rapid communication of information
is, of course, the most obvious function. But that is only thg most mani-
fest expression of a deeper role played by the journal in what Merton
calls the "communism of science," a phrase which contains the princi-
ple that ideas should not be withheld from others for one's own personal
benefrt. " The need to exchange ideas is fundamental to the notion of sci-
ence and scholarship operating as a community, in which the journal not
only is a repository of completed work, but also is consulted by practi-
tioners in all helds in order to learn of work in progress. Those who are
not participants in the inner circles of the community, which is referred
to frequently as the "invisible college, " still are afforded by the journal
an avenue to exposure for their ideas and a means of access to informa-
tion and because of that mechanism those scholars are not isolated com-
pletely. In that connection, new journals are begun as a convenience,
whereby the scattering of relevant information can be controlled while
attention is attracted to the emerging area of specialization.

The whole issue of establishing priority claim and of validating the
worth of one's work and one's self has been important in science and
scholarship for several centuries, having intensified in importance as sci-
ence and scholarship have become increasingly competitive and profes-
sional. Garvey observes that, "in almost every scientif ic discipline to-
day, the socially accepted medium for establishing priority is the
scientific journal article. ' '" It is important in the scientifrc and scholarly
ethos not only to be able to document that the contributor was the first to
publish afact, observation, or interpretation, but also that he or she was
the first to recognize the signifircance of the contribution. And so it is in
the social sciences, as well, where, according to Lindsey, "the journals
govern the behavior of scientists through the control of access to the pub-
lic forum."'" The journal is the key instrument of science, the social sci-
ences, and of much of the humanities for the assessment and validation
of an individual's work, "thus l inking the individual to the community
and its tradition."'* It is through pu6lication in this medium tnar per-
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sonal authority and legitimacy are established within a community that
determines its own norms.

Now, most of us are aware rhaL a large proportion of the substance of
journal publications is made public-in a limited sense-prior to final
publication as articles. If that is so, then the question arises about how all
this business of validation and priority claim really works and about the
true significance of the journal in that context. What exactly is it that
makes the journal so important a part of the scholarly communication
system?

The answer lies in the review process of submitted manuscripts, in the
inherent character ofjournals, and in the understanding ofthe place of
the journal held commonly by those who make up the community of
scholars. In his study of the publication system of the social sciences,
Lindsey finds that the journal is the only medium that allows critical dis-
cussion and dialogue, pointing to the sections for comments, letters to
the editor, and dialogues with authors that stimulate debate, "revealing
the passionate side oi science. " " Many articles are made public frrst by

journal in the research enterprise is the trust of the community in a pro-
cess that results in the published journal article. Of course, this trust
originates in the selection of only a few manuscripts from among the
many submitted to the journal editor for consideration of publication.
Review of the manuscript by peers in the field who are qualified to judge

tions, having been replaced by no other. The peer review process that
regulates the growth of knowledge demands collectively a great deal of
time, energy, and thought, but it is essential to the quality of informa-
tion as well as to the dialectic on which the scholarly communication sys-
tem depends.

It is no secret that journals must be economically viable and, there-
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ity; to uphold the scientifrc tradition of open information exchange; to
present information in the form and style acceptable to the community;
to attract good authors, editors, and reviewers; to achieve the reputation
or status as a publisher of a superior journal.

Journals considered prestigious are those that are successful in achiev-
ing these goals. They are the journals that are perceived by the commu-
nity to meet their expectations for role fulfrllment of the journal within
the scholarly cornmunication system. It has been found that the presti-
gious journals in a given field cite each other, leading scholars to reliable
information on related topics and thus clusterins sources for relative
ease of location by the scholar. 

' '  
A. i, well known 5y those familiar with

Bradford's principle of scattering, this mechanism concentrates a great
deal of power to distribute information in a few journals. Consequently,
as the National Enquiry informs us, the average scholar in the humani-
ties and social sciences scans seven journals, follows four or f ive regu-
larly, and reads three to five articles per week. Scholars in large universi-
t ies, where research is part of the mission, subscribe personally to more
journals than do their counterparts in non-research-oriented universi-
t ies, even though they have access to a larger selection ofjournals in their
institutional l ibraries. " '

A recent survey of researchers in science and technology shows that
practit ioners in those fields use journals for the same purposes now as
they have for the past three hundred years: to keep up to date in their
field; to follow relevant developments in other fields; to get ideas for new
research; to identify other individuals with similar interests; to screen
out irrelevant material and retrieve the relevant; to minimize cost, t ime,
and inconvenience in retrieval of information.'n The role of the iournal
in the scholarly communication system clearly has changed little in the
past three centuries except that greater dependence is placed on it than
ever before. Authors depend upon the journal to establish intellectual
ownership, to gain recognition thereby enhancing career mobil ity, to es-
tablish personal contacts, to fulfrll contractual obligations, to share in-
formation, to educate the next generation of practitioners, and generally
to adhere to tradition and standards.' '

EDITORIAL RESPoNSIBILITY AND THE FUTURE

Where there usually has been editorial responsibility in this evolving
environment, the burden of that responsibil i ty consistently has intensi-
fied. The growing number of scholars unden increased pressure to be
productive has converged over the years with an ever more clearly de-
frned role for the journal, such that the editorial burden of responsibility
seems now to be nearing its l imitations. The criterion of swiftness is
strained by the multitude of manuscripts submitted and by the tendency
toward even higher degrees of specialization. The large number of
would-be articles poses logistical problems to the peer review system, es-
pecially in view of the goal of swiftness, while increased specialization
renders less and less likely the probability of substantive review by peers
whose expertise may not be at the heart of the specialty. Imagine the
burden on that relatively small and select group who would be expected
to review thoughtfully the nearly two-hundred thousand scholarly arti-
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cles published annually in the United States alone.
So while the purposes of the journal have not changed much in at least

two centuries, there have been other developments that are beginning,
collectively, to have an effect on the way those purposes can be met or on
the extent to which they can be met. To wit: (1) the number of partici-
pants in the scholarly communications system has increased very dra-
matically and, in a so-called information society, is l ikely to increase
even more; (2) whereas prior to World War II most subscriptions were
to individuals, most now are to institutions; (3) the number ofjournals,
of articles, and of manuscripts places enormous strain on the whole sys-
tem, perhaps rendering it less effective than it once was, and; (4) most
seriously, publishers m.?I-.b. pushed to the point,of abandoning their
very important responsibility for guaranteeing high quality of informa-
tion for the intellectual advancement of knowledge. Should this really
come about, you can imagine the great chaos into which the selection
function of research and special libraries would be launched.

In the mid-1960s the historian of science,John Zirnan, was correct in
his clever observation, "It is extraordinary to consider that the general
form of a scientif ic paper has changed less, in nearly^300 years, than any
other class of l i terature except the bedroom farce ."" But now it appears
that even the form could change as the various technologies of home
computing, electronic storage, and telecommunications merge with
what is now being called electronic publishing.

For some time, competit ion within the research community has been
mounting, as we noted earlier. Consequently, some researchers have
felt compelled to bypass the learned journal as a means to establish prior
claim and gain recognition by turning to the more rapid media of news
journalism, which of course, operate outside the tradition and standards
of science and scholarship. As one response to this tendency, according
to Garvey, the New EnglandJournal of Medicine, considered the most pres-
tigious in its field, will no longer accept manuscripts whose substance
already had been revealed in the mass media, because such action "does
violence to the normative system of establishing priorit ies of scientif ic
discovery. "" However, with the unprecedented ease of making public
announcements that technology now makes possible, there is the real
threat of a great flow of unharnessed and uncontrolled contributions
whose signifrcance or accuracy has not been validated. The motivations
of authors are not likely to change very much in the next few decades,
but the opportunities to circumvent a valuable system, and the tempta-
tion to do so, wil l assume a much greater presence. Maurice Line sum-
marizes quite usefully,.a number of the advantages and disadvantages of
the electronicjournal, '" and it appears that, in terms of practical matters,
the advantages are ahead; but, where matters of the advancement of
knowledge are concerned, we are presented primarily with disadvan-
tages. We could be confronted with an overwhelminq amount of noise in
the system.

CoNcr,usroNs
Publication is not a peripheral function of research; it is rather an inte-

gral part of the scholarly process that would be rendered incomplete and
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valueless without it. By proportion, the journal is the most characteristic
expression of the spirit of science and scholarship, and its history em-
braces the contribution of science and scholarly research. The processes
of the journal are responsible for the cumulative nature of the sciences
and for the integration of scholarship in the humanities. Let us hope that
we have the collective wisdom in the remaining part of the twentieth cen-
tury to guard and strengthen what has proved to be valuable about this
positive force in the scholarly communication system and to control
those elements that would detract from it.
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The Cqlolog of the Austrion Notionol
l ibrory os o Bibliogrophic
Resource for U.S. l ibrories

John Rutledge ond Wil ly Owen

The stud2 examines the microfiche edition of the catalog of the Austrian National
Librarlt as a bibliographic toolJor American libraries. AJter briefl2 sketching the
historyt oJ the Austrian National Librarlt to help define the catalog, the article ffirs
an objectiue description of it and indicates some oJ the problems uith its use. Some
melhodological considerations oJ drawing a random samplefrom a microfiche cata-
log are discussed. On the basis of a random sample, the authors describe the hold-
ings of the Austrian National Librarlt in terms of place, date, language oJ title, and
nature of the material The same sample is used to compare this catalog with other
moreJamiliar tools, namely lia National Union Catalog, couering pre-1956
imprints, and the Gesamtverzeichnis des deutschsprachigen Schrifttums
(1700-1911). The Austrian National Lib;rar) catalog proaides a substantial
range oJ bibliographic information beyond the other tuo. An attempt is made to
define the fiipes of materials identtJied on[t in the Austrian National Librarl cata-
Log

O*. oF THE BENEFTTs of microfilm technology has been that catalogs of
the world's most significant libraries can now be collected in microfor-
mat and consulted with relative ease. Microfiche seems the ideal format
for non-English-language catalogs where use in the United States might
notjustify the large expense nor space necessary to house a print copy of
the same material. T'he catalog of the Austrian National Library (ANL)
has now been microfrlmed and is being marketed.'Since the purchase
price is considerable, most libraries will want to investigate this tool
thoroughly before making a decision to purchase. To facilitate this in-
vestigation we have attempted (1) to provide a helpful description of the
ANL catalog, (2) to evaluate it as a bibliographical tool, and (3) to com-
pare it to other bibliographical resources, primarily the National Union
Catalog Pre-l956 Imprints' (NUC) and the Gesamtuerzeichnis des deutschspra'
c higen Sc hrifttums' (GY).

The ANL is one ol'the premier l ibraries of Europe, a gathering of

The authors, John Rutledge, Bibliographer for Western European Resources, and

Willy Owen, Lib.ary Technical Assistant, are members of the collection development

staff of Davis Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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books f rom over  four  centur ies.  Among l ibrar ies in  the Gcrman-
speaking lands, the holdings in the ANL are the most complete . ' '  Thc
director of the ANL from 1949 to 7967,Josef Stummvoll, suggests that
in it is gathered an almost complete collection of the entire book produc-
tion of the German-speaking areasof the Hapsburg Empire from the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries.' Because the empire was geographi-
cally so far-flung, imprints from Hapsburg territori..-.tp.Iiufy fiom
Czechoslovakia (Bohemia), Holland, and Italy-are well represented.

Naturally enough, the ANL functions as a bibliotheca patria for Aus-
trian history and, to some extent, for European history as well. The
ANL also houses classes of materials that would not necessarily have
been exported, such as school books, military manuals, devotional
books, and publications of clubs and organizations (Vereinsschriften),
sometimes referred to as ' 'gray l iterature. ' 'o

It is important to recognizethat the ANL catalog has certain time con-
straints. Only printed materials between 1501 and 1930 are included in
the old card catalog, and hence in this microfiche edition. Thus incunab-
ula and manuscripts are excluded. The ANL began to function as a na-
tional library after the Great European War, when the library became
the qroperty of the Austrian Republic upon the collapse of the monar-
chy.' The significant acquisit ions of the ANL in the.second quarter of the
twentieth century, when it began to produce the Osterreichische Bibliogra-
phie, are not recorded in this catalog.

The year 1930 is a watershed date for the ANL because in that year the
oversize (17.5 cm. by22.5 cm.) handwritten card catalogwas disconrin-
ued and a new card catalog using the international format was begun.
Thereafter, new accessions printed before 1929 were cataloged for inclu-
sion in the old catalog; works bearing an imprint of 1930 and after were
cataloged according to the Prussian Instructions and listed in the new
catalog. It had been hoped that the holdings from 1501 to 1929 would be
included in a projected Bandkatalog that was to be printed; regular sup-
plements were to appear when works printed after 1930 were acquired,
but the project collapsed under the stress of the Second World War.o

The typed card catalog, which forms the basis for the microfiche edi-

The microfiche edition of the ANL catalog reproduces the 1966 card
catalog on B0B microfiche. Each microfiche holds 39 x 35 cards, or
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ordinal word) usually determines where the title will be frled. An adjec-
tive before the noun is considered to be merely an upbeat to the first im-
por tant  word.  Thus "pol i t ische Abhandlungen" is  found under
"Abhandlungen, politische. " (The publisher of the microfrche edition pro-
vides a fi l ing guide to the ANL catalog in German.)

By modern bibliographical standards, the amount of information pro-
vided by an average entry in the ANL catalog is not luxurious. One is
tempted to say that the 1966 ANL card catalog perfectly combine s Aus-
trian efficiency with Prussian charm. Transferring the information on
the handwritten cards to the smaller format necessitated the shortening
of many unwieldy titles dating from an age in which book titles were of-

What sort of a collection is represented by the ANL catalog? Given the
collecting patterns and interests of the Hapsburgs and their l ibrarians
over four centuries, one rnay note historic accretions to the collection,
either as individual items or as larger collections. We decided, however,
to try to understand it not by recapitulating its history, but rather by
devising a random sample study. This random sample study helped us
arrive at some objective information about its contents and enabled us to
compare it to its American and German cousins and cousins-german.

SNr,rcrrNC THE SAMPLE

Before we began our study, we took a small sample of the entries from
the ANL catalog for the purpose of discerning some broad outline of the
constitution of its contents. This preliminary investigation revealed that
about one-third of the entries were cross-references, that the majority of
the titles included were Germanic in place of origin and language, and
that over half of the titles might be duplicated in the NUC or the GV. A
few calculations, based on this small sample, showed us that by choosing
300 tit les at random we would be assured of obtaining at least 200 entries
(rather than cross-references) that could be checked against our chosen
control bibliographies, and that an analysis of two hundred titles would
provide us with a confidence interval of less than + 5 percent, at a 90
percent confidence level.

We chose to use a modified random sampling technique to select our
entries for study. To simplify the practical arrangements of producing
printed copies from the microhche, we chose to select the catalog card
reproduced in the upper right-hand corner of every microfiche whose
number ended in 3,5,8, or 0. In this manner we were able to insure that
our sample spread evenly across the entire alphabet. When photodupli-
cation was completed, we had a frle of 312 xeroxed entries.

We had anticipated that a third of our selected entries would be un-
searchable cross-references; we were pleasantly surprised to discover
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that this was not the case. Although a few of the cross-references were
designed to lead the user from an archaic spelling of an author's name to
the modern spelling, many more simply referred to a joint author or to a
series entry. (This is one of the advantages of the ANL catalog that we
had not anticipated-series access.) These cross-references provided
nearly as much bibliographic information as the main entries and some-
times more. Consequently, we were able to search them and include
them in our final tallies. We had anticipated discarding approximately
100 of the entries as "defective": in fact. out of 312. onlv 13 failed to
provide sufficient bibliographic information to allow us to search them
against the other bibliographies. We were thus left with a sample popu-
lation of 299 titles upon which to base our conclusions. Our analysis of
this sample population allows us to comment with some confidence on
several aspects of the ANL catalog as a bibliographical tool.

PLACE oF IMPRINT

One piece of information we naturally examined was the place of im-
pr int  (see table I  ) .  Not  surpr is ingly ,  mosr  of  the hold ings,  s l ight ly  more

TABLE 1

Precn or IvpnrNr op Sr,lncrep ENrrrrs rnolr
rHr Ausrnret NnrroNer Lrereny Careroc

Place Frequency Percent

(no imprint)
Germany
Austria
Italy
France
Czechoslovakia
Poland
Holland
England
United States
Switzerland
Sweden
Spain
Hungary
Belgium
Yugoslavia
Russia
Rumania
Portugal
Norway
Finland
Estonia
Denmark

+
1 9 1

50
2r
2 1
1 9
1 2
1 1

7

o
+
+̂
a

3

3
2

1 . 3
40 .5
L O .  t

7 . 0
7 . 0
6 . 4
4 . 0
3 . 7

2 . 0
1 . 3
l . J

l . J

1 . 0
1 . 0
0 . 7
0 . 3
0 . 3
0 . 3
0 . 3
0 . 3
0 . 3
0 . 3

9 9 . 6299
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than 40 percent, originated in Germany (not Austria). Austria repre-
sents, after all, only a small portion of the German-speaking area of Eu-
rope. Austrian imprints account for just slightly more than 16 percent of
the titles in the ANL. France and Italy as places of publication are
equally represented (7 percent each). Czechoslovakia and Poland, with
6 percent and 4 percent of the total sample, respectively, testify to the
strength of Slavic holdings in the ANL. Almost 4 percent of the imprints
are from the Netherlands, no doubt because of the long tradition of qual-
ity printing in the Netherlands and because of the Hapsburg involve-
ment with the Low Countries. Imprints from the European periphery
are marginally represented.

LANGUAGE OF TITLES

Just slightly more than half (53 percent) of the titles in the ANL are in
the German language-a testimony to the breadth and diversity of the
ANL (see table 2). The language best represented after German-to our
great surprise-is Latin (11 percent), explained no doubt by the wide-
spread use of Latin during the periods when the ANL flourished as the
court library. Only 10 percent of the holdings are in French, a figure that
seems low, given the virtual hegemony of French culture over much of
the rest of Europe during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Ital-
ian is well represented with 6 percent. English is somewhat underrepre-
sented with 5 percent. The Czech and Polish languages (4.6 percent and
3.3 percent, respectively) are represented somewhat less than are those
countries as places of imprint, probably due to publications in German
and Latin from those areas.

TABLE 2

LeNcuacn on Trrre on Snlncrno EN:rnrrs nnou
rur AusrxreN NerroNer LrsraR.v Cereloc

Language Frequency Percent

German
Latin
French
Ital ian
English
Czech
Polish
Spanish
Swedish
Hungarian
Serbian
Norwegian
Russian
Rumanian
Portuguese

1 5 9
34
30
1 9
1 5
t +
1 0
.,
3
3
z
z
1
1
1

299

5 3 .  1
11.4
1 0 . 0
6 . 4
5 . 0
+ .7
J . J

1 . 7
1 . 0
1 . 0
0 . 7
0 . 7
t r .  J
0 . 3
0 . 3

99.9
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DATE oF IMPRINT

Despite the antiquity of the ANL and its long history of book collect-
ing, more than one-third (37 percent) of the tit les in the microfiche cata-
log date from the twentieth century. This currency is a reflection of thc
remarkable size of the German book production before the First World
War-by 1910 it had reached 31,000 tit les each year (see table 3). Eve n
the last publishing year officially recorded in the ANL catalog (1929)
saw some 27 ,000 tit les produced.' '  Such f,rgures were not seen again unti l
the year after the Second World War. Another one-third (40.7 percent)
of the ANL holdings date from the nineteenth century. Seven percent of'
the holdings were printed in the eighteenth century, with approximately
the same amount from both the seventeenth and the sixteenth centuries.

THE ANL Careroc AND THE NErrONEr,
UNION CATALOG, PNN-1956 IMPRINTS

The NUC is so universally acknowledged to be an indispensable tool
for historical research and bibliographical verification of all kinds that it
should not be necessary to perorate on its bibliographic richness. Al-
though it is found in practically every research library both here and
abroad, it should not be expected to provide the same depth of coverage
of German-language materials as the foremost German-language li-
brary. Another imbalance in the comparison is that by definit ion a
union catalog is likely to be more complete than the catalog of a single
library.

Can it be safely assumed that, for example, the ANL catalog better
documents Austrian history and literature than the NUC? What can bc
said with certainty about the strengths of the ANL catalog vis-)-vis the
NUC? How much extra bibliographic strength would one gain by own-
ing the ANL catalog in addition to the NUC? To answer these ques-
tions, we checked our random sample of 299 items from the ANL against
the NUC. We were forced to conclude that the ANL catalog does give a
large boost in bibliographic horsepower. Fully 43 percent (129 entries)
of the sample items were not found in the NUC. One can state the same
information in another way: the NUC holds fully 57 percent of the items
listed in the ANL catalog. From an English-speaking or American point
of view, the ANL is a rather specialized library, the library of record for
Austria. It would be alarming if it did not hold many central European
items absent from American libraries no matter how large.

What sort of materials can be identifred in the ANL catalog and not in
the NUC? To answer this question, we examined the characteristics of
the 129 ANL catalog entries not found in the NUC. We can provide
some information about the date, place, and language of imprint of these
items. As might be expected, the majority are from Germany (3 1 per-
cent) and Austria (25 percent). Another 10 percent were printed in
Czechoslovakia. The language of the items not located through the
NUC was mainly German (51 percent), with Latin comprising another
signifrcant portion (13 percent). Another 8.5 percent of the items were in
Czech;6 percent were in Polish. In terms of date of imprint, most items
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(45 percent) not found in the NUC date from the nineteenth century.
Another 21 .6 percent come from the first three decades of the twentieth
century. Only eight percent bear eighteenth-century dates of imprint.

No single subject group was particularly large, although a conglomer-
ate of religious works, hagiography, and theology accounts for roughly
10 percent of the total. Plays and works for the stage-serious and
otherwise-make up a significant percentage of the items not found in
the NUC. Monographs on law in Latin or German, usually from a fairly
early period, are well represented. Elementary school texts are another
class of items that can be located or verifred through the ANL and not the
NUC. Commernorative publications that celebrate, for example, the
visit of some potentate to a city, or a parish anniversary, comprise an-
other subclass of literature. There are also a number of annual reports of
institutions and agencies. Another 10 percent could loosely be labeled
"literature" of all sorts, includingtranslations, crit icism, almanacs, cal-
endars. novels. and editions of classical writers.

More subjectively, an American, looking at the tit les from the ANL
that were not found in the NUC, must be struck by the number in the
Slavic languages and by the number of items from the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries. Admittedly, many of the items are true exotica, such
as a treatise on wagon construction or an essay on schnapps taxation in
Austria-Hungary.

The ANL's strength from a transatlantic point of view is in its unusual
materials. We found very few scholarly monographs and trade editions
in the ANL that were not also in the i\UC. fhii frnding supporrs the
commonsense notion that it is precisely for identifying unusual and out-
of-the-way materials that the ANL catalog would be most useful. One
does not need it to identify the staples of scholarly research; indeed,
other more familiar tools do a better job.

Trrn ANL Ceteroc AND THE GESAITIvERZEICHNIS
DEs DEUTSCHSPRACHIGEN SCHRIFTTUMS

Scholars and librarians alike have long lamented the lack of an equiva-
lent to the NUC for German-speaking Europe. A proposed Deutscher Ge-
samtkatalog was begun in 1931, ran through the entry "Beethordnung,"
and ended in 1939. An important new project to create a unified Ger-
man catalog is now nearing completion. This monumental tool, the Ge-
samtaerzeichnis des deutschsprachigen Schrifttums (GV), when completed, will
be a reliable approximation of a German national bibliography for some
periods. This multivolume publication (also available in microfrche)
brings together the entries from the various trade bibliographies (Hein-
sius, Kayser, Hinrich) and some 178 special bibliographies. The listing
is  d iv ided by date in to two par ts :  1700 to 1910 and 1911 to 1965.

The question naturally arises as to the relationship between the ANL
catalog and the GV. The GV, which contains more than 2 million
German-language tit les, is more than twice the size of the ANL catalog
with its 800,000 entries. Sti l l . there mav be certain types of material that
can be ver i f ied in  the ANL and nor  in  ihe GV. Furrher ,  in  terms of  b ib-
l iographic uti l i ty, a more complicated question must be posed: If one has
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the NUC andthe GV, what additional bibliographical power boost, if
any, is provided by the ANL catalog?

To learn something about the relationship of the ANL catalog to the
GV, we next compared our same ANL sample against the GV. Two ma-
jor problems were encountered in making the comparison. First, some
of the items in the ANL catalog are not appropriate to the GV, which as
an editbrial policy excludes titles not in German and titles not printed in
German-speaking countries. The ANL, by contrast, holds whatever it
pleased the Hapsburgs and their l ibrarians to collect. Secondly, while
the newer part of the GV is complete, the older part (1700-1910) was
complete only through half the alphabet when this research was under-
taken. Thus it was impossible to check all 299 items of the ANL sample
against the GV, since a portion of our sample was naturally and inten-
tionally taken from the second half of the alphabet; some of the titles in
our sample were English, Slavic, or Italian imprints, and hence inappro-
priate to the GV. Of the original sample drawn from the ANL catalog,
131 had to be eliminated because they were not appropriate to the GV;
another 57 had to be ignored because the corresponding volumes of the
GV had not yet appeared. We were left with a sample size of 111 items.
Because of the smaller sample size, the confidence interval is increased to
+ B percent  for  th is  compar ison.

Most of the ANL sample items that were appropriate to the GV were
indeed found there: fullv 76 oercent of the ANL items that we searched
were listed in the GV. Another 24 percent were appropriate to the GV
but did not appear there. The conclusion that we draw is that the ANL
catalog provides a significant amount of added bibliographic coverage
for German-language imprints (92 percent of the items were in Ger-
man).

Despite the reduced sample size, we can still make some inferences
about those items that are held by the ANL and not listed in the GV. Not
surprisingly, most of the items were printed in Germany or Austria. (If
they had not been printed in a German-speaking country, one would not
expect to find them in the GV!) Place of publication exerts a strong influ-
ence on the language of publication; thus 93 percent are in German. The
remaining 7 percent are in Latin. IVIany of the items (44 percent) dated
from the first three decades of the twentieth century. In sum, one may
say that the extra bibliographical coverage provided by the ANL catalog
beyond that provided by the GV is mainly for German-language mate-
rial from the early twentieth century. This amplifres the usefulness of the
ANL catalog since so much of German historical research is directed to-
wards the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

One of the tests for richness and strength in a bibliographical resource
is the number of rare and unique items that it holds. We discovered that
the ANL catalog holds a number that are unique in terms of this study,
i.e.. thev could not be located in either the NUC or the GV. We included
in this category all titles not appropriate to the GV and not found in the
NUC, as well as all titles searched in both the NUC and the GV and
found in neither. We excluded from our analysis any titles that we were
unable to search in the GV because the appropriate volumes had not yet
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appeared. Thus there may be in our sample a few more truly unique
items than we have here described. This would mean a slightly greater
proportion of German and Austrian titles than our figures indicate.

A surprisingly large portion (25 percent) of our sample was not to be
found in either of the two major bibliographies with which the ANL cat-
alog was being compared. Slightly more than 14 percent were Czech im-
prints and 10 percent were Polish, making the ANL catalog a good
source for Slavic materials, if a Slavic specialty bibliography is not avail-
able. Austrian imprints accounted for only 13 percent of the items not
identifred in the NUC or the GV.

In terms oflanguage, only one quarter (25 percent) of the items identi-
fied only through the ANL catalog were in German. Latin and Czech
each accounted for 14 percent, Italian for 13 percent. French items made
up only 6.5 percent. If we look at the non-German Hapsburg countries,
Spanish-language tit les accounted for only 3.9 percent, Hungarian an-
other 3.9 percent. Spain was lost to the Hapsburg Empire after 7700, a
fact that might explain the rather poor showing of Spanish language ti-
tles in the court library in Vienna. Political vicissitudes certainly have
some effect on the offrcial collection of books. but so manv factors are at
work that it seems impossible to single out particular polit ical events as
an important cause of collection strength or weakness.

It is diffrcult to discern any trends in the date of imprint of the sample
"unique" items, but most of them are from the second half of the nine-
teenth century onwards, with the decade 1910-19 alone accounting for
10.5 percent. This is then the strongest period for the ANL's unique
items compared with the other two bibliographic entit ies.

VIENNESE EXCURSUS

Having described the catalog of the ANL in some detail and having
compared it to similar bibliographic tools, we have only one task left to
complete in order to portray the primary bibliographic tools for the
Austro-Hungarian Empire and the pre-Nazi period. Scholars in this
field will also want access to the catalog of the Vienna University Library
(VUL), mentioned earlier. It also is now available in a microf,rche edi-
i ion that covers printed works up to 1931."'

Use of this tool is not without diff icult ies. The "Old Catalog" of the
VUL currently consists of seventy-one folio-sized volumes of 77,079
pages, known asthe Bandkatalog. Entries were added by hand in the vari-
ous volumes of this book-format catalog. A charming feature is that the
many "l ibrary hands"-for the most part quite legible, with the excep-
tion of those entries in Sritterlin script-vary over time and one can dis-
cern period styles of writing. Space was left between entries for the listing
of future additions to the collection, but it sometimes happened that not
enough space was left, so that there is an absence of strict alphabetization
in the catalog. Periodically the bound volumes had to be unbound so that
new clean pages could be added to accommodate new accessions. De-
spite the diffrculties of using the VUL catalog, there are some very good
reasons for availing oneself of the store of books held by this library,
which before World War I was the largest university library in the
German-speaking lands.
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Since the ANL and the VUL overlap only slightly, an argument could

individual treatment. Some practical considerations come into play here
as well. Our research on the ANL was basically completed before the
VUL catalog became available. Moreover, irregularity of script size and
spacing in the Bandkatalog of the VUL make it more difficult to draw a
scientifically random sample. The fact that the VUL catalog is hand-
written makes searching it costly in terms of staff time.

Even in the nineteenth century there was some division of responsibil-
ity between the university library and the court library, which later be-
came the ANL. Because the court l ibrary was not open to the public, the

By means of a sequential sampling technique, we estimate that the
collection in the VUL overlaps that of the ANL by approximately 33
percent. We began checking our original sample of ANL catalog entries
against the VUL catalog for duplication. After 105 searches had been
completed, we were able to predict, with 90 percent confidence, that the
duplication rate was no more than 40 percent. Sequential sampling is a
modihed method of sampling randomly that allows one to sample up to
the point where one is satisfied with the results. In our case, we were not
interested in pinpointing the exact amount of duplication that could be
expected; once the level ofduplication clearly dropped below a reason-
able figure (plus a margin of error), we stopped sampling, satisfied that
the VUL catalog provides a significant expansion of bibliographic in-
lormatrveness.

CoNcr-usroNs
As we have seen, the ANL catalog is a bibliographical resource with

strong character traits-real strengths and some annoying faults; these
give it a personality that one can come to esteem, ifnot love. As a source
for Austriaca, it is probably unrivaled. A researcher armed with the
ANL catalog and the catalog of the University of Vienna Library (also
available on microfiche) should be able to identify, verify, and locate a
very large number of Austrian and German imprints from all periods.
The ANL catalog will help to expand scholarly bibliographies and to
identify much raw material for research. Researchers in central Euro-
pean history of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries will be the
group most aided by this tool.

Libraries that hold the NUC will find that many titles can be identi-
fied and verified through the ANL catalog when they are not found in
the NUC. If an item is not found in the NUC, one is statistically most
likely to hnd it in the ANL catalog when the item is (1) from Germany,
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Arfif iciql Intell igence
ond Authority Control

Robert H. Burger

Arttficial intelligence (AI) is already part of the cataloging world. To support this
contention, four AI concepts that haue releuance Jor information retrieual s)stems
are discussed and applied to the area ofauthority control in automated catalogs.
Existing automated authority control systems are then analtzed, using two other AI
concepts, augmentation and'delegation In conclusion, seueral implications oJ the
relationship between AI and authoritlt control are drawn

THE CoNcEpr oF Anrrrrcrel INTELLTcENcE

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an integral part of machine-readable cat-
aloging, even though it may seem far removed from the everyday work
of catalogers. After all, catalogers deal with concrete mundane things
such as publications, catalogs, classification schedules, subject heading
lists, Anglo-American cataloging code, and, increasingly, with hand-
books that specify correct codes for the tagging of bibliographic records
for use in bibliographic uti l i t ies. AI, on the other hand, is more often
thought of in terms of robotics, pattern recognition, machine transla-
tion, and other esoteric applications. But any cataloger who has had
dealings with machine-readable records has already been affected by AI
and, in fact, has helped to create it. The purpose of this paper is to dis-
cuss certain AI concepts and to relate them to automated library cata-
logs, especially to automated authority control.

As the systems we use become more complicated and the preparation
of bibliographic records for these systems increasingly requires pains-
taking care for data definition, it will be necessary to apply the knowl-
edge gained in other related disciplines to solve the problems of auto-
mated l ibrary systems.  One way of  apply ing other  d isc ip l ines to
cataloging before the problems overwhelm us is to show the relationship
between elements of such disciplines and elements of automated library
systems. Artif icial intell igence is a discipline that can be used to describe
some of the proce sses that take place in automated. library catalogs.
Smith has provided a framework in which automated library catalogs
can be discussed.

Smith discusses four AI concepts that have significance for informa-

Robert H. Burger is Associate Profe ssor and Slavic Cataloger , University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
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tion retrieval systems and, by extension, automated library retrieval sys-
tems. These four concepts are pattern recognition, representation,
problem solving, and learning. As far-as automated library systems are
concerned, these concepts can be discussed in the following manner:

1 .  Pat tern re< ogni t ion " is  the ident i f icat ion of  an object  wi th a par t ic-
ular set of features as the member of some class."'When a docu-
ment surrogate (bibliographic description with access points) is
prepared and a query is formulated (the choice and form of access
points), the process is essentially a selection of features that repre-
sent a document. The results of this selection wil l eventually allow
a document to be placed in a class with similar documents and also
enable that document to be retrieved (see "Problem solving, " be-
low). The cataloger deals primarily with the preparation oidocu-
ment surrogates using rules that assume a particular nature of a
query. An item is retrieved from a file if the features selected in a
query match those features used in preparing the document surro-
gate.

2. Representation: This is "a formalism for the knowledge possessed
bv a svstem"' of " a set of conventions about how to describe
things.'" 'A document representation (catalog record) "is a for-
rnalized statement of the nature of a document. "'The problem of
representation consists of taking the available information and
representing it in away that the computer can store and manipu-
late and respond to queries about_the information. This concept of
representation includes not only the preparation of documents and
queries in a form understandable to the computer (e.g., tagging
and search keys) but also includes specifications about relations
among documents (e.g. ,76x,78x f ie lds in  ser ia ls)  and among cer-
tain features (e .g. , names and subjects in an authority file) . Repre-
sentation must also include the representation of this information
to the user (often in a form different from the original encoding by
the cataloger).

3. Problem solving "is the art of using knowledge effectively to attain
desired goals. " ' For l ibrary catalogs, the problem is to identify, in
response to each query, the part of the frle that should be retrieved.
Using heuristics in this regard "could be the use of techniques
which allow one to quickly select the subset of the file satisfying the
query. On-line systems must be designed to include consideration
of how best to build the user-computer interface so that poorly con-
structed queries can be converted to well-structured forms that the
computei subsystem can handle."o Although this concept relies
heavily on pattern recognition and representation, it also takes
into consideration the less-than-ideal behavior of the user and the
imperfect nature of the bibliographic world. It can include, for ex-
ample, such things as menus of items that are presented in re-
sponse to a query that then force the user to specify the subclass
desired with more precision in order to retrieve the document sur-
rogates sought.
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4. Learning: The three foregoing concepts are all chosen by the de-
signer of a system before the system is put into use. There must be
away for the system to adapt to use so that the init ial design does
not l imit the system's abil it ies. Smith remarks: "Learning re-
quires both the ability to evaluate performance so that improve-
ment can be judged.ald a yay to store and use the results of pre-
vious experience."' For the automated catalog this means the
recognition that a catalog is a dynamic, changing entity. It must be
kept current by providing up-to-date terminology (e.g., changes
in subject headings) or new manifestations of names used in biblio-
graphic records so that they may be integrated with the existing
system.

Without straining one's imagination, we can see that AI is already an
integral part of automated library systems and that catalogers not only
use existing artificial intelligence but, in fact, provide the equivalent of
human.brainpower for artif icial intell igence on a daily basis. One ele-
ment of the catalogingprocess that is central to all of these AI concepts as
applied to automated library systems is authority control. The rest of
this paper wil l describe authority control, wil l discuss present implica-
tions of AI for authority work, and will speculate on the future applica-
tions ofAI for authority control.

AurnonrrY CoNTRoL
In any bibliographic system, authority control accomplishes three

goals by means of an authority file:
1. It is a record of decisions regarding the proper form of an access

point for bibliographic descriptions.
2. If no precedent exists in the authority frle, it may provide guidance

for the formation of new headings.
3. It provides a l inking mechanism, by which related bibliographic

surrogates are joined (e.g., uniform tit les, serials)."
The application of AI to the choice of access points for specific biblio-

graphic items is certainly feasible and has already been explored.'AI
works by using unambiguous rules that do not require the machine to
make judgments that would be appropriate for a human only. So, for
example, "if there are more than three authors, enter the work under
title" is an unambiguous rule and requires only that the machine can
determine what an author is. But an action such as "choose the most
commonly used form of name used by an author as the authorized
form " is not appropriate for AI because it requires judgment by the cat-
aloger and reference to a knowledge base beyond the control of the ma-
chine. But even if rules could be formulated that would point unambigu-
ously to the most commonly used form of name, such an expenditure of
effort would not be necessary. I will show that the cataloger need only
record all the variants of a name and this cluster of variants can be used
to identify a given author. The determination of an authorized form
thereby becomes irrelevant. AI then comes into play in the retrieual of
desired items from a bibliographic file using any variant from this cluster
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of variants. Comprehension of this latter possible application for AI,
however, requires an understanding of how authority frles and biblio-
graphic files can be related.

In online catalogs there are two ways of relating the authority frle and
the b ib l iographic f i le :

1. The authority f i le and bibliographic fi le are separate entit ies. The
authority frle is consulted much like a dictionary and is used to de-
termine the correct form of name to be used for retrieval in the bib-
liographic frle; or

2. The authority file and the bibliographic frle are linked to indicate
the relationship of individual authority records with bibliographic
records. This latter type of configuration can be of two kinds.
a. The authority hle is linked with the bibliographic file but must

sti l l  be treated as a dictionarv, resultins in at least two search
commands to retrieve a retord-the determination of the
proper form of name and then a search for all bibliographic rec-
ords linked with that proper form from the authority record.

6. The authority frle is linked with the bibliographic hle. A search
can consist of one command: a search for a name and retrieval
of all bibliographic records associated with that name.

There are several examples of the first type of non-linked file in exis-
tence. The OCLC system is perhaps the beii known and the most widely
used. The authority f i le consists of Library of Congress (LC) authority
records. A name can be searched in the authority file to determine the
correct, authorized form of name, as per LC. That name, or its variants,
can then be searched in the online bibliographic frle to determine which
bibliographic records are associated with it. (Of course, records can be
retrieved without consulting the authority f i le, but the resulting search
may not be comprehensive due to the use of different forms of name by
different l ibraries.)

The Washington Library Network (WLN) is an example of the linked
file of the second type. When a search is made of the authority file, the
user finds the correct form of name and then uses that form to retrieve
bibliographic records with another search. As in OCLC, the biblio-
graphic file can be searched and bibliographic items retrieved. But the
WLN system exercises rigorous control over the headings used in biblio-
graphic records and hence provides greater assurance that a search will
be comprehensive if the authority file is used.

The University of California Union Catalog system, MELVYL, is
another example of the second type of linked system by which a search in
the authority file will automatically retrieve the bibliographic records as-
sociated with a given name. Before a more complete discussion of this
system is given, it wil l be necessary to discuss two other AI concepts.

AI AND AurrronrlY CONTROL

In a recent paper presented at a conference in Berlin, two other con-
cepts of AI were discussed that are relevant to information retrieval sys-
tems in general and that have special relevance to authority control.
These two concepts.are the paired terms ,augmentation/delegation, 

syno-
nyms with machine-aided/machine intelligence.
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Augmentation is machine-aided intelligence. It augments the natural
intell igence of the user as does the use oT a dictiona.y. lt is l ike a novice
who, when unsure of what task to perform next, asks his master for guid-
ance. Delegation is machine intelligence. The user delegates all responsi-
bility to the machine to perform a specific task. All the responsibility lies
in the hands of the novice who has received unambiguous instructions
and proceeds according to them until the task is completed.

Augmentation occurs where there is a feedback mechanism in the in-
formation retrieval system that presents the user with choices that deter-
mine the machine's further actions. With delegation, once the search
process is begun, an algorithm, or previous system design, proceeds
without intervention by the human user. These two types are also re-
flected in the word pair machine-aided/machine intelligence. Smith traces the
use of these concepts as they apply to translation and expands their use to
information retrieval systems. With machine intelligence the task is del-
egated to the machine, and a product or result is obtained without fur-
ther intervention. With machine-aided intell igence, there is a feedback
mechanism that allows human intervention. As far as automatic transla-
tion is concerned, machine intell igence would produce a translation that
would be adequate for some applications, but would probably not be edi-
torially acceptable. Machine-aided intelligence would provide the trans-
lator with an automated dictionary to assist in translation, or would
translate a document leaving the clarif,rcation of ambiguities to the hu-
man translator. With information retrieval systems, especially l ibrary
systems, both types of AI are used.

For example. let us take a tvpical author search in the OCLC online
database. Aiter entering a seaich key in accord with OCLC conven-
tions. we mav obtain three different results.

1. The search wil l be unsuccessful; that is, there wil l be no author in
the system index that matches the search key;

2. One bibliographic record wil l be retrieved that corresponds to the
search key. This retrieved item may or may not be the desired
rtem; or

3. More than one bibliographic record that matches the search key
may be retrieved.

The first two instances are examples of delegation. The system re-
sponds within its own limits (its database) and those set by the user (the
search key) to produce a result. The result may not be the desired one,
but  an unambiguous response is  g iven to a query.  The th i rd instance is
an example of augmentation. The system responds with abbreviated en-
tries and forces the user to make a choice, to which the system may or
may not be required to respond. If none of the brief entries are desired,
then the interaction ceas€s. If one of the entries is the desired item, then a
further command is given to the system to display more complete infor-
mation. This latter step is delegation. With this command there is no
further feedback, only retrieval of the item desired.

But in all of the above cases, no authority file is being used. The de-
sired items are retrieved by use of a search key that is matched with a
search key index that is produced from the bibliographic records in the
database. The use of the authority file presents a case of a specialized
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among users of both systems, a confusion that can be discerned in the use
of the phrase ' ' OC LC authority frle . ' ' Actually it is an authority file pro-
duced by the Library of Congress and other libraries cooperating in the
Name Authority Cooperative project and provided to OCLC users as a
service. It is not an authority file for the OCLC bibliographic database,
primarily because the two files (databases) are not linked in any way.

It may appear to the user that the two are linked, however. In a search
for an authority record, the instruction "For bibliographic records, en-
ter 'bib' " makes it appear that the authority record is l inked to the bib-
l iographic fi le. What the command "bib" does, however, is to display
the bibliographic record that was displayed immediately preceding the
authority search. The bibliographic record is not linked but simply
stored temporarily in a buffer in the terminal.

In a system where the authority f,rle is linked to the bibliographic file,
we have a slightly different problem. In the Washington Library Net-
work system, although the individual authority records are linked to
their bibliographic records, there is not one command that will directly
retrieve a bibliographic record by searching the authority frle. These are
the possibilities for direct bibliographic file searching:

r by name keywords: author (generic search), corporate, or conler-
ence

' bY title
o by series
o by subject heading keywords: subject (generic search) or corporate

or  conlerence name.
But with such searches the user is examining a file that contains a

heading in very much the same form as it appeared in a bibliographic
record. In other words, the user is limited by the form that appears in the
original bibliographic record. If the search key used does not match this
form, then the search is not successful. On the other hand, in a search o1'
the authority file for a name, the defrnition of the type of search desired
can be much more precise. In addition, the indexes searched contain
variant forms of names that are stored in the authority file as cross-
reference records. If a name/subject/uniform title is searched in the au-
thority file and found, the user may give an additional command and
retrieve the bibliographic records that are linked to the authority record
retrieved. In terms of our augmentation/delegation model, the search-
ing of the authority file itself can result in augmentation or delegation,
much in the same way the searching of the LC authority file provided by
OCLC does. On the other hand, the searching of the bibliographic file in
conjunction with the authority fil'e is still a two-step process, and there-
fore is only augmentative. Either the authority f,rle is searched and then
the linked bibliographic records are retrieved with a command, or the
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authority file is searched and then the bibliographic file is searched using
the information available from the search of the authority file.

In the MELVYL system, both augmentation and delegation are ap-
plicable to the searching of the database. This differs from WLN as pres-
ently installed in Washington and Australia as follows:

1. All searches in the MELVYL system are routed through the au-
thority file, if the search key used warrants such action.

2. If the iearch key used is matched unambiguously with a heading in
the authority file, whether the match is an authorized heading or a
cross-reference form, then all bibliographic records associated
with that authority record set (i.e., bibliographic records that have
pointers from those authority records) will be retrieved and dis-
played in summary fashion (if more than one) or in full (if only
one)." This would be, in terms of our augmentation/delegation
scheme, an example of a delegated search.

3. If, however, the search key matched several authority records,
then a summary display of authority records would be given. After
examining the authority summary and possibly the authority rec-
ords themselves, the user would give an additional command that
would retrieve the bibliographic record(s) associated with the cho-
sen authority record. This, in terms of our augmentation/delega-
tion scheme, is augmentation. The authority file, as a specialized
dictionary, acts to assist us in choosing the appropriate form for
retrieval. In contrast with the present WLN system, it will avoid
the re-keying of the "correct" search key to retrieve a biblio-
graphic record.

The one area where such a system shows strength is in terms of learn-
ing (see above). There is at present some allowance made for recording
the successes and failures ofspecific types ofsearches, a feature that can
be used to evaluate the system and improve it.

IMpLrcATroNs FoR Aurnonrry CoNTRoL

The MELVYL system and WLN
cations for authority control as well as

system have tremendous impli-
benefits for the users of the sys-

tem.
If the whole concept of an authorized form of name is invisible to the

user and a bibliographic surrogate is retrieved in spite of the form of
name used in searching, then, for all intents and purposes, the "autho-
rlzed" form loses its meaning for the following reasons.

First, the technology of the dictionary card catalog is no longer sufhc-
ient. It is the technology of card, book, or COM catalogs that requires an
authorized form of name for gathering purposes. The physically sepa-
rated, non-machine authority file serves to dictate which name must be
used in the linear hle for retrieval of bibliographic items for which a
given name is a valid access point.

Secondly, a system that is not dependent either on a technology re-
quiring an authorized form of access directly appended to each biblio-
graphic description, or one that is not limited by the ways in which a
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bibliographic description is accessed, no lonser needs an authorized
form per  se.  Al l  i t  ac iual ly  needs is  a form rhat ihould be d isplayed wi th
each record, or a form that depends solelv on the statement of responsi-
bil i ty in a bibliographic description.

Therefore, we may speculate that authority work will become a differ-
ent-proposition altogether. It will shift from choosing a proper heading,
with applicable cross-references, to identifying only the varibus manifei-
tations of a name under which a user would search. Furthermore, it
would mean looking at a name, not as an authorized or non-authorized
form, but, as a phoneme. In l inguistics a phoneme is a set of distinctive
features that define the uniqueneis of a term so the different manifesta-
tions of the same name would serve to identify the person or corporate
body that is identif ied by these various manifestations.'*

No attempt wil l be made herc to suggest rules for such authority work,
nor the means by which non-unique names can be identified (this is al-
ready done in part in the MARC lormat for authorities)." A sit of rules
will be needed to determine the forms of manifestation of a name needed
in authority work, based on the bibliographic evidence. This set of rules
would constitute the brain cells of the artificial intelligence that lies at the
base of authority control.

CoNcr,usrox
The goal on these pages has been to suggest that artificial intelligence

is already used in libraries and to suggest that one of the major respbnsi-
bilities of catalogers, machine-based authority control, is a form of artih-
cial intelligence. In doing so, I hope to aid the future improvement of
authority control systems. Such systems, as pictured above, clearly have
benefits for the user in the form of easier and more rapid access to desired
bibliographic descriptions, and from there to documents and ultimately
to information itself. Further, it changes the paradigm for authority
work, from a process where occurrences of forms of names may some-
times be counted in order to choose the predominant form, to a process
of discovering the different forms of name that exist or that any potential
searcher qight use. Developm_en1 of this paradigm will be dependent
upon ongoing research in user behavior and the online catalog.

This is a primary area for the application of AI research. It could con-
ceivably inclu_de, in addition to AI, such new disciplines as Cognitive
Science and Knowledge Engineering.'u These latterlwo disciplin"es will
be applied to the evaluation and improvement of such systemi, benefit-
ing library worker and library user alike.
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Better Deod Thon Reod: Further
Studies in Criticol Clossificotion

A. C. Fosketl

Although the past seueral years haue seen improuements in the inJorruttion retrieaal
tools in common use in libraries, there are still many anomalies and prejudices to
ot)ercome. Some oJ these are illustrated b1 examples Jrom the ninth edition of the
Library of Congress Subject Headings, the nineteenth edition oJtheDewey
Decimal Classification , and the third abridged edition oJtheUniversal Deci-
mal Classification. With the tremendous opportunilt alJorded fui thefruzing of
the Librarlt oJ Congress card catalogs efJectiuefu ignored, it is suggested that we need
to reassess the purpose of shelf classification and subject headings in the light oJ the
increasing use of computers for information retriettal

I hope I never ridicule what is wise or good. Foll ies and nonsense, whims and
inconsistencies do divert me, I own, and I laugh at them whenever I can.'

It is now some thirteen years since I wrote "Misogynists All"; '  in the
interval, we have had two editions of the Librarl of Congress.Subject Head-
ings (LCSH), the eighth (LCSHB) and the ninth (LCSH9)," and two edi-
tions of the Dewel Decimal Classification (DDC), the eighteenth (DDC1B)
and nineteenth (DDC 1 9) . 

' 
The new edition of the Bliss Bibliographic C las-

sification (BC) is slowly making an appearance;' the Library of Congress
classification (LCC) continues its policy of continuous revision, repub-
lishing various schedules, notably the "social Sciences" in Class H."
Sanford Berman has continued his attacks on both DDC and LCSH,'
and has been jo ined by others. ' In  1981 the L ibrary of  Congress (LC)
closed its card catalog, combining a change to AACR2 with its intended
change to online bibliographical services." Have we seen major changes
in the tools we usez reflecting thirteen years of progress in both practise
and theory? Or are we still saddled with the same hindrances to better
information retrieval as we were more than a decade ago? One can only
give a partial answer to this question; if, as we claim, classification and
cataloging lie at the heart of professional librarianship, we can only echo

A C Foskett is Head, School of Library and Information Management, South Austra-
lian Institute ofTechnology. This paper is a revised and expanded version ofan addrcss
presented at a colloquium held by the Graduate School of Library and Information Sci-
ence, IJniversity of California, Los Angeles inJune 1982 during the author's session as ir
visiting professor He wishes to acknowledge specific examples contributed by studcnts
and colleagues, notably Elizabeth Baughman of UCLA and D. Wiblin of the South Arrs-
tralian Institute of Technology.
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the immortal words attributed to the poet laureate writing on the occa-
sion of the i l lness of the Prince of Wales:

Across the wires the e lect r ic  message came:
He is  no bet ter ;  he is  much the same."

DDC is much improved, and a positive effort has been made to re-
move some of the worst examples of inadequate or wrongheaded sched-
ules; LCSH has been tidied up, but the enormous opportunity afforded
by the closing of the catalog has been passed over. Reviewers can still
write of DDC:

Each new edition of the Dewey Decimal ClassiJication (DDC) is a reproach to the
professionalism of librarians Each new edition adopted by librarians and bibli-
ographers emphasizes the disregard that has overtaken classification as a profes-
sional technique . . the nineteenth edition of DDC rernains antique in concep-
tion, confused in principle, cumbersome in operation, and idiosyncratic in
detail. "

Comments on LCSH seem to concentrate on the lack of management
skil ls shown, for example,by the production of the ninth edition without
the detailed l ist of common subdivisions included in the eighth; the l ist
has had to be issued as a separate. Apparently it could not be included
because it was not computer typeset, 

' '  
though as an excuse, or even as an

explanation, this must be considered as something less than adequate.
Both schemes are certainly better than they were, but we can sti l l  open
the pages almost at random and frnd examples of peculiarities that can
raise a smile, albeit in some cases a wry one. The sensitive subjects-
religion, politics, sex-are still sensitive, as the following examples will
attempt to show.

Part of the problem with LCSH appears to be a deeply pessimistic
view of hum anity, and catalog users in particular. For example, we find
one heading, for the Bartlett family, with no fewer than eleven see refer-
ences from variant spellings, and there are other similar examples. In
addition, we have to admit that there is still a bias against the female sex,
as we found immediately on turning to the headings in the eighth edition
for "Boys" and "Girls. " Several of the see also references were common
to both, but there were interesting differences in the others. The thor-
ough revision that was promised for LCSH9 tidied up some of the anom-
alies, but left most of them untouched.

The reference from girls to woman not paralleled by a reference from
boys to men has gone, and girls no longer have anecdotes, facetiae, and
satire written about them. But sirls-not boys-may sti l l  be delin-
quents; girls and women sti l l  get Jucation, but boys gei Christian edu-
cation, though it seems they no longer have a religious \ife. "Boys," see
also "Boy Scouts"; "Newsboys"; and "Newspaper carriers." (As be-
ing a newsboy is  an essent ia l  s tep a long the path to becoming a
mill ionaire-if we are to believe the biographers-we can understand
why Sears a lso has references "Chi ld  l ;bo;"  see a lso "Apprent ices" ;
"Hours of labor"; "Newsboys"). We may sti l l  have daughters, but not
sons. Both may be juvenile participants in wars, but only boys wil l be
participating as soldiers.
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When the two groups reach adolescence, the differences become even
more not iceable.  In  LCSHB, the cross-references are par t icu lar ly
pointed:

Adolescent boys
sa Religious education of adolescent boys
x Teen-age boys

xx Boys
Puberty
Youth

Adolescent girls
sa Pregnant schoolgirls
x Teen-age girls

xx Girls
Puberty
Youth

- Juvenile l i terature

Grandfathers
See Grandparents

Grandmothers
Grandparents

The ninth edition has tidied this up to some extent, but there are still
differences:

Adolescent boys
sa Church work with adolescents

Religious education of adolescent boys
x Adolescents

Teen-age boys
xx Boys

Puberty
Youth

Adolescent girls
sa Adolescent mothers

Church work with adolescents
Menarche
Pregnant schoolgirls

Boys sti l l  get religious education, girls sti l l  get pregnant, but there is now
a recognition that not all pregnant schoolgirls become adolescent moth-
ers; and adolescent girls have legal status, which adolescent boys do not.
There are adolescent mothers, but no adolescent fathers; this is presum-
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ably accounted for by the fact that there are delinquent girls, but no de-
linquent boys-it must be the Christian education.

Adolescent fathers???
Adolescent mothers
Adolescent parents
Delinquent boys???
Delinquent girls

If we compare the see also references in LCSHB under "Delinquent
girls" and "Delinquent women," we hnd some strange differences
agaln:

Delinquent girls
sa Delinquent women

Ijnmarried mothers
x Girls as criminals

Girls, Delinquent
xx Delinquent women

Delinquents
Girls

Juvenile delinquency
Delinquent women

sa Delinquent girls
Reformatories for women

x Female offenders
Woman-Crime
Women as criminals
Women, Delinquent
Women delinquents
Women offenders

xx Crime and criminals
Delinquent girls
Woman-Social and moral questions

Under "Delinquents" there were echoes of the attitude of H. E. Bliss
mentioned in "Misogynists All."" Defectives Loere delinquents; delin-
quents were l inked to "Idiocy," "Insanity," arrd "Ineff,rciency, Intel-
lectual," while the solution was simple: castration. Apart from the atti-
tude implicit here, the system itself was shoddy; there was a see also
reference to "Delinquent girls," but not to delinquent women, nor did
delinquent boys-and I am sure there must have been one or two-
figure anywhere. LCSH9 has patched and darned here too. We no
longer have "Defective and delinquent classes" and "Inefficiency, In-
tellectual" is no longer seen as necessarily associated with delinquency.
Instead, we have a cross-reference to delinquency from handicapped!

Delinquents
sa Castration of criminals and defectives

Crime and criminals
Degeneration
Delinquent girls
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Educat ion and cr ime
Hereditv. Human
Idiocy
Incorrigibles (Juvenile delinquency)
Inefficiency, Intellectu al I deleted in LC SH9]
Insanity

Juvenile delinquency
Problem children
Social work with delinquents and criminals
Vice

x Defective and delinquent classes [deleted in LCSH9]
Defectives Ideleted in LCSH9]
Delinquent classes

xx Crime and criminals
Degeneration
Handicapped
Hereditv. Hunran
Social pioblems

This sad view of the female sex is shared bv LCC: in Class Z, we do not
have the expected wine, women and song, 6ut wine, women-and wool:

27951 Wine and wine making
27961-65 Woman
27971-75  Woo l

The misanthropic view of LCSH towards the young is further i l lus-
trated by the near-orphan "Groupies, " to which there is only one lead,
from "Youth." Looking for similar headings which might have been
linked to it, I found "Camp followers" (the old name for "Groupies"),
who are, it seems, necessarily women. This does tie up with the "Boys as
soldiers" heading; perhaps the writer of the song "Where Have All the
Flowers Gone?" had been scannins LCSH.

Groupies
xx Youth

Camp followers
x Women camp followers

Groupies are of course linked to "Rock music, " or rather to "Rock
musicians" and "Rock groups," but not by LCSH, even though all
three headings are used. Pop music does not appear at all, but we do
have a reference from the direct form "Popular music" to the inverted
heading "Music, Popular (Songs etc.)." Here we find that various
kinds of pop music are recognized: "Bluegrass," "Country," "Gos-
pel," "Rock," and "Salsa," a heading which must be in continuous
use; but "Soul music" does not rate a heading of its own, while "Reg-
gae music" is specifically limited to Jamaica.

Pop art
(Pop music???)
Popular music

See Music, Popular (Songs, etc.)
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Music, Popular (Songs, etc.)
sa Bluegrass music

Country music
Gospel music
Rock music
Salsa

x Popular nrusic
Popular songs
Songs, Popular
Soul music

- Jarnaica
sa Reggae music

This kind of inconsistency is not l imited to music, of course. Turning to
the word baroque, we find that it is not used as an entry term, all headings
being in the inverted form-with one exception: "Baroque literature. "
The reproduction of maps is under "Maps-Reproduction," which is
legitimate-were it not that the very next heading is "Reproduction of
money, documents, etc. " Are maps not documents? Why the differ-
ence? Who can explain it to a puzzled reader?

Some fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on an-
other continent the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)'- which
seems to share many of LC's doubts about humanity. In ' 'Social strata,
(income) groups and classes," we find a reasonable sequence, unti l at
the bottom of the social heap we find "Clergy," whose members are
supposed to be above money, and "Officials," who should be much
higher on the list if even a fraction of the bribery allegations we hear are
t rue.

323.3 Social strata, (income) groups and classes
.31 Upper class. Nobil ity. Landed gentry
.32 Middle class. Bourgeoisie
.33 Working class. Workers generally
.34 Slaves. Serfs
.35 Clergy
.37 Officials (including civil servants)

However, it is clear from the schedule for "Qualified and unqualified
work" that officials are not doing much of a job anyway, though here
again we may take exception to the structure of a facet that confuses the
work andthe worker. Under "Categories of labour and employment, " we
find that women and children get a rough deal; "Convent labour" and
"Apprentice labour" are both singled out as examples of work at re-
duced rates of pay, along with ' 'Handicapped labour. "

33I.7 Qualified and unqualified work or employment, skilled
and unskilled labour

.7 1 Professional and intellectual work

.7 13 Professional (excepting creative artists)

.7 1+ Artists, actors, etc.

.72 Self-employment

.76 Manual and craft labour
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. 7 6 1

.762
1 1

331.3 / .5

. J

.+

. 5

. 5 1

. 5 3

. 5 4

. 5 5

. 5 7

. 5 9

Skilled, specialized
Unskilled, general

Clerical work. Officials
Categories of labour and employment

General problems here (if desired), but use releaant 3-05 . . . /ur
special probbtns, e.g. 331.25-055.2 Pensions for womcn

Child and youth labour, employment
Female labour and employment
Labour and employment at reduced rates of pay

Prison labour
Convent labour
Contract labour
Apprentice labour
Forced labour. State labour
Handicapped labour: war disabled, etc.

On the other hand, we do find a realistic approach to businesses and pro-
fessions under "Various taxes and levies," where "Entertainment
taxes" are specifically l isted.

Looking at the facets for political parties, we may see the kind of con-
fusion that can greet the bewildered voter. The "Christian Democrats"
are sandwiched between "Communists and Bolshevists" on the one
hand, and "Nationalists" and "Fascists and National Socialists" on the
other. "Democrats" and "Republicans'' can take comfort from the fact
that they are neither "Monarchists" nor "Revolutionaries and Anar-
chists, " and while there is but a l imited choice of religious parties, "In-
dependents" are neatly l inked to "Parties representing special inter-
ests," which seems reasonable.

329 Political parties. Pafiy system
.1 1 Conservatives
.12 L ibera ls
.13 Radicals
.1+ Socialists, e.g. Labour party [of the U.K.]
. 15 Communists. Bolshevists
.16 Christian Democrars
. 1 7  N a t i o n a l i s t s
.18 Fascists. National Socialists
.21 Monarchists
.22 Democrats
.23 Republicans
.28 Revolutionaries. Anarchists
.31 Cathol ic  par t ies
.33 Protestant  par t ies
.62 Independents
.63 Parties representing special interests

Does the concentration on UDC and LCSH mean that DDC is now
above crit icism? By no means. "There are more things in Heaven and
Earth , Horatio , than are dreamt of in your philosophy, ' '  as Hamlet ob-
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served. It is therefore progress to see that where the eighteenth edition
referred to "Controversial and spurious knowledge, " DDC 19 has mod-
if ied this to "Controversial."

DDClB
001 Knowledge and its extension

.9 Controversial and spurious knowledge

.93 Curiosities
Well-establisht phenomena not scientif ically explained,
e.g., frozen mammals in Siberia, fire walking

.94 Mysteries
Reported phenomena not explained, not fully verified, e.g.,
unidentified flying objects, Loch Ness monster

DDC19
001 Knowledge

Controversial knowledge
Cur ios i t ies [as in  DDClB]
Mysteries

Reported phenomena not explained, not fully verifred
Unidentifred flying objects (UFOs, Flying saucers)
Monsters and related phenomena.
Examples: Loch Ness^monster, abominable snowman

However, I still have a lingering feeling that when the little green men
from Mars do frnally land, their first command will not be the expected
one, but "Take us to your lawyerl" , where they will promptly frle suit
alleging discrimination on the grounds of size, colour, sex, and ethnic
origin. At least DDC does recognize the difference between a flying sau-
cer and an unidentified flying object; LCSH simply refers us from UFOs
to flying saucers. In view of the fact that some UFO sightings have vari-
ously been identif,red as aircraft, the aurora borealis, and the planet Ve-
nus, it would seem desirable to continue to make the distinction."

People, including women, girls and presumably Martians, have cus-
toms, as we saw in "Misogynists All. " Has DDC's view changed since
then? A litt le, but not enough. Among "Customs of l i fe cycle" we find
"Birth customs, " including as an example, "infanticide, " which would
appear to render the following "name giving" and "baptism" superflu-
ous. "Courtship and betrothal" is followed quite properly by "Wed-
ding and marriage," leading to "Relations between sexes." So is this
the right place for the files of Plalboy and Penthou.re? From the example,
"chaperonage, " it would seem more suitable for "Dear Abby. "

390 Customs, etiquette, folklore
392 Customs of life cycle and domestic life

.1 Birth, puberty, majority

.12 Bi r th customs
Examples: couvade, infanticide, name giving, baptism

.3 The home and domestic arts

.+ Courtship and betrothal
Examples: bundling, infant betrothal, bride purchase

. 9

.93

.9+

.9+2

.9++
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.5 Wedding and marriage

.6 Relations between sexes
Example: chaperonage

.9 Treatment of aged
393 Death customs
39+ General customs

Including swearing
.1 Eating, drinking, using tobacco
.2 Special occasions
.3 Games, toys, dances
.+ Official ceremonies and observances
.5 Pageants, processions, parades
.6 Fairs
.7 Customs of chivalry
.B Dueling and suicide
.9 Cannibalism

riages between citizens of different countries, a good example of sublirni-
nal nationalism.

DDC19E, '
306.8 Marriage and family

Class . . a specifrc aspect of marriage with the aspect, e .Q ,
wife beating as a crime 364.1555 . . .

.B+ Types of  marr iage

.845 Intercultural
Class here marriages between citizens of different countrits

30+.66 Population control
Class here birth control, abortion, infanticide, genocidc,
sterilization

Ethics also has some interesting quirks. "Ethics of social relations"
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includes "Personal appearance," "Friendship and courtship," and
"Love," but between them are inserted "Slavery and discriminatory
practices." "Profanity, blasphemy, obscenity in speech" are (l ike
swearing) "ethical norms. " "Respect and disrespect for human life l ists
as examples "genocide, homicide, suicide, capital punishment and du-
eling, " all of which imply a disrespect for human life. The only subdivi-
sion enumerated is "Abortion"; does this mean that the ethical aspect
has already been settled?

170 Ethics (Moral philosophy)
177 Ethics of social relations

.1 Courtesy,pol i teness,hospi ta l i ty

.2 Conversation, gossip, scandal

.3 Slander, flattery, truthfulness, lying

.+ Personal appearance

.5 Slavery and discriminatory practices

.6 Friendship and courtship

.7 Love
179 Other ethical norms

.1 Respect for l i fe

.2 Treatment of children

.3 Treatment of animals

.+ Experimentation on animals

.5 Profanity, blasphemy, obscenity in speech

.6 Courage and cowardice

.7 Respect and disrespect for human life
Including genocide, homicide, suicide, capital punish-
ment, dueling

.76 Abort ion

.B Vices, faults, fail ings
Not otherwise provided for

.9 Virtues
Not otherwise provided for

Wherever people are involved, sex rears its ugly head, and DDC is no
exception. In DDC 1 B, we have some remnants of past prejudices: ' 'Ho-

mosexuality" is included under "Abnormal sexual relations," while
"Sex instruction, guides and manuals" are part of "Marital sex rela-
tions" (hence the pregnant schoolgirls, abortions, infanticide, etc. ?). An
example of confusion of facets is shown by making "i l legitimacy" (a
propwt2) a subdivision of "Premarital relations" (an actiuity) (presum-
ably extra-marital realtions did not lead to illegitimacy because by then
you had had a chance to bone up on the guides and manuals).

DDC 19 and, to an even greater extent, the expansion of "Sociology"
(DDC19E) seem to have gone to the other extreme in trying to give all
forms of sexual activity equal space. "Institutions pertaining to relations
between the sexes" include courtship, premarital relations, unwed par-
enthood, incest, sadism, masochism, extramarital relations, prostitu-
tion, and homosexualitv. but does not have even a cross-reference to
marriage. The extended schedule does remedy that omission, and
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makes the nice distinction between nonmarital and extramarital rela-
tions, citing mtinage d trois as an example of the former. My acquaintance
with mrinages d trois is admittedly limited, but those I have known have
involved husband, wife and third party; all very confusing, and very dif-
frcult for the classifier. IJnder "Sexual practices" we find " 306.773 Sod-
omy, " with a cross-reference to " 306.7 7 4 Oral sex, " which happens to
be the next heading in the schedule ; there was a time when the criterion
for a heading in DDC was the presence of twenty books on the subject on
the shelves of LC, but even if those days have passed it seems gratuitous
to make this particular reference to the subsequent heading. The enthu-
siasm with which DDC has expanded this section of the schedules re-
minds one of the parody of Walter Savage Landor's poem "Finis":

I warmed both hands before the fire of life
I thought the heat and smoke were pretty swell;
But now I cannot cease from mental strife-
Should I have warmed my poor old feet as well?

Yet on certain matters DDC remains strangely silent. Kissing is not in
the schedules, nor in the index; "Bundling" is, as an example under
"Courtship." "Courtship" itself has two entries in the index: "Cus-
toms 392.4" and the somewhat cynical "Other aspects see Sexual rela-
tions. " Your place or mine?

When we turn to LCSH, we find that here too there seems to be some
kind of f ixation on sex; it is everywhere. One heading is missing: "Sex in
humor, wit, etc. " ; y.t I am sure that material exists. There has been at
least one very serious study of the dirty joke ' '-but 

perhaps it is sti l l  '  ' in

process" aLLC. "Sadism in moving-pictures" has its own heading, but
"Pornography in motion pictures" is non-preferred; we are toldto see
"Sex in moving-pictures," as if sex and pornography were synony-
mous. And note the nice distinction between motion pictures and
moving-pictures.

Sex in advertising
Sex in business
Sex in dreams
Sex in espionage (but no sa Bondage!)
Sex in literature
Sex in marriage (yes, we do need those guides)
Sex in mass media
Sex in moving-pictures
Sex in television
Sex in the arts
Sex in the Bible
Sex in the performing arts
Sex in the theater

But no "Sex in humor, wit, etc. " How perverse!
We are nearly all to be educated about sex, or at least instructed; the

preferred heading is " Sex instruction, ' '  but it is carried out by " Sex ed-
ucators." Nearly all, because the mentally handicapped are not to be
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included unless they are children while, conversely, physically handi-
capped children are out while the physically handicapped are in. With
the flood of literature that appeared in 1981, the International Year of
the Disabled Person, it seems improbable that these omissions can still
be justified.

UDC has its peculiarities in this field also. What are we to make of the
s€quence in "Sex customs" leading from "392.62 Concubinage"
through "392.63 Celibacy" to "392.6+/.65 Promiscuity and prostitu-
tion?" One is reminded of King Harry's battlecry: "Once more unto
the breach, dear friends. once mlore!"'e

for ''Comparative religion"; at what point on the scale do we classify the
leaders of particular sects? Are they interpreters of religion, divinely in-
spired, or endowed with supernatural powers?

290 Other religions and comparative religion
29I Comparative religion

.6 Leaders and organization

.61 Clergy and counselors

.62 Persons endowed with supernatural power

.63 Divinely inspired persons

.6+ Interpreters of religion

Perhaps it depends on the point at which the prophet becomes exempt
Irom rncome tax.

Lest I should be accused of some kind of fixation myself, I will present
one quite different kind of example. It took LCSH some twenty years to
acknowledge that "Computers" was an acceptable heading; now we
find that errors are appearing in their expansions. At "Computers" we
find see also references to "Information storage and retrieval systems"
and to "Minicomputers, " but not to "Microcomputers, " although this
heading does exist:

Computers
s a .

Information storage and retrieval systems
Minicomputers
IJsed computers

At the heading "Microcomputers, " we find a see also reference to the
Zilog Model Z-80 (computer); the ZB0 is in fact a microprocessor, but
there is no cross-reference to ' 'Microprocessors, " though that heading is
also used, and there is a reference to it from "Minicomputers. " Would
yubuy a used computer from this l ibrary?

Do all these foibles really matter? Are readers really concerned about
the arrangement on our shelves, or headings in our catalogues? I believe
the answer to both of these questions is a resounding YES. For many
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shown that the problem sti l l  exists. The solution, if there is one' may lie
in an "agonizing reappraisal" of what it is we are trying to do, combined
with a greatly increaied use of the computer for subject retrieval of
informalion-but that use must be a great deal more sophisticated than

become the "browsing unit" and be backed up by closed stacks, accessi-
ble through computer-based bibliographical services. We may still want
to use detailed classification in our catalogs and indexes, but this does
not present a problem; once programmed, computers can handle long
and complex notation without difficulty, as anyone who has looked at
their identifrcation in a computerized billing system will know. The
computer has already forced LC to make certain changes in LCSH, and
othei improvements may follow.'o

I also believe that the time when our readers will no longer tolerate the
kind of folly we now impose on them is approaching; I am arnazed that
we ourselves have tolerated it for so long. Indeed the tools that we are
using now would be "better dead than read."
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Morgoret Monn Citotion , 19842
Dorothy Anderson

oaercoming national barriers to the sharing of bibliographic information.

Dorothy Anderson, auard recipient (center), Lizbah Bisholf, and Leroy D. Ortopan
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Dorofhy Anderson

The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classihcation for
1984 was presented during the American Library Association Annual
Conference in Dallas to Dorothy Anderson in recognition of her contri
butions to the achievement of "universal bibliographic control"
through the international standardization of cataloging data.

Dorothy Anderson was born in New Zealand and received her B.A.
and M.A. (with first class honours in history) from the lJniversity of
New Zealand. From 1945 to 1947, she worked in cataloging and acquisi-
tions at the New ZeilandCounty Library Service, which was in the pro-
cess of developing into the National Library of New Zealand, starting a
national bibliography and maintaining a union catalog.

In 1948 she married an Englishman and went to live in London,
where she became librarian at the Hendon College of Technologl, now
part of Middlesex Polytechnic. While there, she took ayear off to obtain
a postgraduate diploma in librarianship from the lJniversity of London.

In 1958 she resigned and returned for six months to New Zealand,
where she worked on the historical bibliography of New Zealand. For
the next ten years she worked part-time at various library and research
projects, while undertaking her own historical research leading to the
publication of Miss Irfui and Her Friends and The Balkan Volunteers.

From 1958 to 1961, Anderson was research assistant to David Mi-
trany, the hrst permanent member of the Institute for Advanced Stud-
ies, Princeton lJniversity. His functional theory of international govern-
ment, the idea that international activities develop better and more
easily if they are based on common economic, social, or professional in-
terests, undoubtedly influenced her commitment to the International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA).

It was also in 1958 that Mrs. Anderson began her involvement with
IFLA as organizing secretary of the preliminary meeting that preceded
the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles held in Paris in
1961. After the Paris conference, she edited the ICCP report, the pre-
liminary edition of the annotatedStatement oJ Principles, and the 1967 edi-
tion of Names of Persons.

MeanwhilejHugh Chaplin as chairman, andJoel Downing, as secre-
tary of the IFLA Committee on lJniform Cataloguing Rules (later the
IFLA Committee on Cataloguing), proposed that an analysis be made of
the descriptive cataloging practices of national bibliographies as a basis
for a statement of common principles for bibliographic description. This
analysis, made by Michael Gorman, formed the basic study of the Inter-
national Meeting of Cataloguing Experts held in Copenhagen in 1969.
Dorothy Anderson was called away from her research for a third histori-
cal book to become organizing secretary for this meeting, which led to
the first international standard bibliographic description (ISBD).

Between 1970 and 1971, Mrs. Anderson worked with Hugh Chaplin
on the study of the cataloging practices of the various institutions that
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were to come together as the British Library, as the basis for creation of
an integrated cataloging system. This study was published in 1973 as
The British Library and AACR.

liographic Connol.
I]nder her direction the UBC Offrce has made itself a vital force in

international communication, publishing more than forty titles, serving
as secretariat to a multiplicity of working groups, and acting as IFLA
liaison with the International Serials Data Svstem and the International
Organization for Standardization.

IFLA offrce for UBC in 1983 , she has worked for ljnesco at a meeting in
Tanzania and a seminar in Mexico.

She is a collector of Torquay pottery ware, attends the Wimbledon
tennis tournament rain or shine, and has resumed the preparation of her
third historical work, which had to be abandoned in faior of IFLA,s
claim on her time. - Frances Hinton, chief, Processing Diuision, Free Library
of Philadelphia.
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Esther J. Piercy Aword , 19842
lizbeth J. Bishoff

The Resources and Technical Seroices Diaision of the Amzrican Library Associa-
tion presents the EstherJ. Pierqt AwardJor 1984 to LizbethJ. BishoIlf. The Piercl
Award acknowledges Liz Bishoff's leafurship in the proJession at the local, state,
and national leaek. This leadership has been characterized b1t her enthusiastic partic-
ipation in a widc range oJassociation actioities and bt the technical and conceptual
skills she has brought to substantiae committee assignments andjob responsibilities.

From leJt to right, William I. Bunnell, Lizbeth Bishof, award recipient,
Susan Brynteson and WilliamJ. Myrick

Among many contributions to the profession) some are most noteworthlt. As a
member of the Catalog Code Reuision CommitteeJor AACR2 from 1974-1978,
her considerable energies and skills wne aimed at making that code applicable to all
Qpes of libraries. She then played a itital role as a member 0f the AACR2 Introduc-
torlt Program Committeefrom 1977-1979. Since 1979, she has been ALA repre-
sentatiue to the Decimal Classification Editorial Policv Committee. She has been
particularly ffictiue in gaining the inuolaement oJ user{ in the work of this commit-
tee. She has serued as Chair of the Cataloging and Classification Section of the
RTSD for 1983-84. Another aery practical accomplishment, perhaps unique
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ments.
Liz BishofJ's accomplishments and enthusiasmJor her work hold great promise-

for continued-success ii theJine tradition of EstherJ. Piercy and past recipients oJ
this award.
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Lizbeth J. Bishoff

Lizbeth J . Bishoff is the recipient of the 1 984 Esther J . Piercy Award.
She is a graduate of Western Illinois University and received her M.A.
in Library Science from Rosary College in I97 4 . Early in 1984 Lizbeth
Bishoff became Principal Librarian for Public Services of the Pasadena
Public Library after an outstanding record of service in Illinois libraries,
including the period (1977-1984) when she was director of Ela Area
Public Library (Lake Zurich).

As is often the case, Lizbeth Bishoff s involvement with library techni-
cal services began prior to her professional career. Not so common has
been the dedication and leadership that she has exhibited from the
beginning-particularly in the areas of technical services administration
and the implementation of new standards and technologies. She was a
member of the ALA/RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee for
AACR2 from 1974-1978 and played a key role making that code appli-
cable to all types of libraries. She was also a member of the AACR2 In-
troductory Program Committee from 1977-1979 and, therefore, a part
of the very successful effort to acquaint the entire library community
with this new cataloging code. Since 1979 she has been an ALA repre-
sentative to the Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee and
has been particularly effective in gaining the involvement of users in the
committee's work. Bishoff has served on a number of CCS committees,
including the Subject Analysis Committee, the Subcommittee on Sub-
ject Analysis of AV Materials, and the Nominating Committee. She has
served as the representative to the Public Library Association's Catalog-
ing Needs of Public Libraries Committee. And, she has also served as
Chair of the Cataloging and Classification Section of RTSD for
1983 -1984 .

Numerous other professional activities, both past and present, only
serve to illustrate further the qualities of "enthusiasm, efficiency, and
devotion" that many have said characterize Lizbeth Bishoff s contribu-
tions to librarianship. It is perhaps somewhat unusual that co-workers,
colleagues, and professional acquaintances express a rather harmonious
view regarding the influence of Lizbeth Bishoff in library work and pro-
fessional activities. One can only wonder at the resourcefulness which
she evidently exhibited in developing a cooperative arrangement for
sharing terminals among several public libraries, which resulted in the
production of almost 25,000 records on a single OCLC terminal in one
year. And, in the present constrained economic climate, there is proba-
bly no greater indication of success than Bishoff's efforts resulting in the
approval by voters of a new building for the Ela Area Public Library
after three previous referendum failures. Such accomplishments tend to
have the result that both the persons involved and the institutions be-
come models for others. And, by reputation, that has certainly been the
case.

Several persons who supported the nomination of Lizbeth Bishoff for
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the EstherJ. Piercy Award commented on what they felt were attributes
on her part that corresponded with those for which Piercy was known.
Among those listed were interest in library users, excellence in her spe-
cialty, a broad perspective, and the ability to synthesize and integrate
issues. The EstherJ. Piercy Award is intended to recognize individuals
who, while relatively young in the profession, show outstanding promise
for continuing contributions and leadership. Liz Bishoff s leadership in
the profession at the local, state, regional, and national levels is certainly
indicative of that promise. She has devoted considerable effort to pro-
moting increased participation in RTSD by public, school, and special
librarians and has helped design RTSD activities of interest and benefit
to all types of libraries. Likewise, her contributions to the application
and utilization of new methods in library technical services give evidence
of a continuing commitment to makinglibraries work. It is probatrly not
too far afield to suggest that receiving the Piercy Award is not a mile-
stone but a point of departure for LizbethJ. Bishoff. - Don Lanier, Chair,
Esther J. Pierclt Award Jur2.
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Resources Section-
Blockwell North Americq
Scholorship Aword , 1981t
Coordinoting Col lection Development:
The RLG Conspectus
by Noncy E. Gwinn ond Poul H. Mosher

This article is a thorough and complete explanation, including background and phi-
losoph2, oJ a methodfor detailed and standardized description oJ library collections.
DeuelopedJor use by the Research Libraries Group, the mcthod can be used fut all
types and by oarious groupings oJlibraries. It prouidzs a basisfor coordination and
cooperation to tuhatcoer extent is dzsired, and makes use oJ although it is not dzpen-
dtnt on, the online technologlt onlt recently auailable.

The pioneering work fuscribed here has been taken up and is beingfurther deoel-
oped by the Association of Research Libraries, and manlt smaller groups of libraries
willfind the method aaluablefor coordinating collection dcaelopmznt, for resource
sharing, or simpQ as a ua! of displafing information that has not preaiouslt been
aaailable.

The clarity and precision of the dzscription giaen, as well as the understanding of
librarlt needs and problems shown b2 the authors, will be of continuing oalue to li-
brarians interested in the "conspectus" procedure.

The Resources Section-Blackwell North America Scholarship Award
for 1984 has been awarded to Nancv E. Gwinn and Paul H. Mosher for
their article "Coordinating Colleciion Development: The RLG Con-
spectus," published in College td Research Libraries, March 19B3.

The award includes a citation and a $1,000 scholarship to the library
school chosen by the author(s). This year's award will go to the School of
Library Science of The University of Michigan.

Presentation of the award was made at the membership meeting of the
Resources and Technical Services Division onJune 25.

This award has been given each year since 1976 to honor the author or
authors of the best publication for the past year in the freld of acquisi-
tions, collection development, and related areas of resources develop-
ment in libraries. Since 1981 it has been funded by Blackwell North
America, Inc.

The RLG Conspectus is a method for evaluating and recording the
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collecting strengths and levels of member libraries in detail and making

the values of each member available
fzs, coined by Paul Mosher). The r<
available online or on paper, providt
development, resource sharing, sh
that is much more detailed and flex
Work on the conspectus has been 1
Libraries Group, and the Collection
sociation of Research Libraries is te
spectus format to create a National

The method is applicable also to
libraries (e.g., academic l ibraries ir
metropolitan or other designated ar,
as general or as detailed as the situ
recently developed computer technc
librarians have worked in the past ar
more in the future.

The article chosen for the 1984 award was written by two people
closely connected with the development they are describing. Nancy
Gwinn was formerly Associate Director of Program Coordination, Re-
search Libraries Group. She received her B.A. degree in English from
the lJniversity of Wyoming and an A.M.L.S. from the University-of
Michigan. She began her professional career as a special recruit in the
Library of Congress and spent several years in the Congressional Re-
search'Service. From there she moved to the Council on Library Re-
sources, where she served hrst as Information and Publications Officer
and subsequently as Program Officer. In 1980 she became Associate Di-
rector of Program Coordination for the Research Libraries Group. In
spring 1984, ihe was appointed Assistant Director for Collections Man-
agement of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries. Her honors include a
Futbright scholarship and the Distinguished Alumnus Award of the
University of Michigan School of Library Science. She has written nu-
merous articles for library publications.

Paul Mosher is Associate Director for Collection Development, Stan-
ford University Libraries and, since 1979, Vice-Chair of the Collection
Management and Development  Commit tee,  Research L ibrar ies
Group. He did his undergraduate work in history at Portland State Uni-
versity and was awarded M.A. and Ph.D. degrees by the University of
California-Berkeley. He has taught history at the University of Wash-
ington and library science at the University of California-Berkeley and
wis a CLR senior fellow at the UCLA library school in 1983. Since 1975
he has been in charge of collection development at Stanford. From 1982
to 1984, he worked with the Alaska State Library and the lJniversity of
Alaska to develop a statewide multitype library resource sharing pro-
gram. He has been active in RTSD and in ACRL and has published
numerous articles. He has been invited by the Swedish Delegation for
Scientifrc and Technical Information to lecture on collection develop-
ment at six Swedish universities in September 7984.-Mona East, Chair,
Blackwell/North America Sc ho lars hip Award Jur1.
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NOMINATIONS FOR 1985
MARGARET MANN CITATION

Nominations for the 1985 Margaret Mann Citation are now being accepted.
They should be submitted by December 1, 1984, to Carol A. Mandel, Chair,
Margaret Mann Citation Committee, Asst. University Librarian for Access
Services, University of California-San Diego, San Diego, Cl'92037.

The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded annually for outstanding achieve-
ment in cataloging or classification through:

o publication of significant professional literature;
o contributions to activities of professional cataloging organizations;
o technical improvements and/or introduction of new techniques of recog-

nized importance;
o distinguished teaching in the area of cataloging and classification.

Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable.

NOMINATIONS FOR 1985
ESTHERJ. PIERCY AWARD

Nominations for the 1985 EstherJ. Piercy Award are now being accepted. They
should be submitted by December 1, 1984, to Martin D. Joachim, Chair,
P ie rcy  Award  Jury ,  Cata log ing  Dept . ,  Ind iana Un ivers i ty  L ib rar ies ,
B loomington ,  IN  47405.

The Piercy Award was first presented in 1969 . Its purpose is to recognize con-
tributions to librarianship in the field of technical services by a younger
librarian-one who has no more than ten years of professional experience and
who has shown outstanding promise for continuing contributions and leader-
ship.

The award may be granted for:
o leadership in professional associations at local, state, regional, or national

levels;
o contributions to the development, application, or utilization of new or im-

proved methods, techniques, and routines;
o a signihcant contribution to progessional literature;
o conduct of studies or research in the field oftechnical services.

Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable.

NOMINATIONS FOR 1985 RESOURCES
SEC TION-BLAC KWELL NORTH AMERICA

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Nominations for the 1985 Resources Section-Blackwell North America Schol-
arship Award are now being accepted. They should be submitted by December
1, 1984, to Marilyn P. Fletcher, Chair, RTSD/RS Blackwell North America
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Scholarship Award, Serials Dept., General Library, University of New Mex-
ico, Albuquerque, NM 87 131.

trating in the acquisitions or collection development areas to receive the scholar-
ship.

NOMINATIONS FOR 1985 SERIALS SECTION
BO WKE R/U L RI C H'S SE RIALS

LIBRARIANSIIIP AWARD

Nominations for the 1985 Serials Section Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarian-
ship Award are now being accepted. They should be submitted by November
I 5, 1 984, to Jean A. Wright, SS Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship Award,
General Technical Services, Vanderbilt University Library,419 Twenty First
Ave., South, Nashvi l le, TN 37240-0007.

This award consists of a citation and $1,500 cash, contributed by the R. R.
Bowker Co.; the award may be split among two or more individuais who have
participated in the achievement for which it is granted. The award recognizes
distinguished contributions to serials librarianihip within the previouJthree
years, as demonstrated by:

. participation in professional associations and/or library education pro-
grams;

. contributions to the body ofserials literature;

. conduct of research in the area of serials;

. development of tools or methods to enhance access to or management of
serials;

. other advances leadine to a better understandins of the freld of serials.
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Loading MARC records into an online catalog? The B/NA
automated authority control system can perform name and sub-
ject authority control on your MenC database and give you

catalog has an authority control module, the B/NA author
control system can also provide deblinded cross reference
tapes in a format compatible with LC MARC t'or Authorities
for loading into the syitem. Simply send us your cata-
log tape and we matih your Vei<e records igainst ,M
current LC name and subject authority files to pro-
vide your library with the most up-to-date coniis-
tent headings available.

Why choose authoritv control from B/NA?
Quaii ty. Sophist icat ion.ieadership. Ten yearsvualry. Dopnrsucatlon. Leadershlp. Ien ye
experience with authority control. No other
system equals ours. Drawing from our con-
stantly updated authority f i les and the ,,)
skills of our experienced editors, this
unique B/NA service frees your staff
from retrospective authority control
tasks. For more information. write or
call toll free, Dan Miller, Manager,
Sales and Service, Technical
Services Division.

Telephone (8oo) 547 -6426
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Report of the President

Suson Brynteson

1983/84 was a productive and dynamic year for the Resources and Technical
Services Division which, in its twenty-eighth year, is the largest type-of-activity
division and the second largest in membership among the eleven divisions of the
American Library Association.

RTSD is charged with addressing and monitoring activities in ALA in the
areas of acquisition, identification, cataloging, classification, the preservation
of library materials, and the development and coordination of the country's li-
brary resources. To carry out this charge, RTSD uses the talents found in its
eighteen division-level committees, twenty-one discussion groups, the Council
of Regional Groups, and five sections. Complete reports on the activities of the
sections-Cataloging and Classifrcation (CCS), Preservation of Library Mate-
rials (PLMS), Reproduction of Library Materials (RLMS), Resources (RS),
and Serials (SS)-follow this report.

The divisional and sectional awards were presented at the annual member-
ship meeting inJune. The EstherJ. Piercy Award, given to a person with less
than ten years experience who has made a substantial contribution in the area of
technical services, was presented to LizbethJ. Bishoff. Dorothy Anderson re-
ceived the CCS Margaret Mann Citation for her outstanding accomplishments
in the field of cataloging and classification. The RS-Blackwell North America
Scholarship Award, given for the best publication of the past year in the field of
acquisitions, collection development, and related areas of resource develop-
ment, was presented to Nancy E. Gwinn and Paul H. Mosher for their article,
"Coordinating Collection Development: The RLG Conspectus" published in
College U Research Librariu 44:128-40 (March 1983).

The RTSD Planning and Research Committee , chaired byJudith N. Khar-
bas, was charged with developing a long-range plan for RTSD. The committee
held an open hearing in Dallas as a part of a major effort to determine the effec-
tiveness and future directions of RTSD. In an effort to solicit evaluations of how
well the division is presently meeting the expectations and needs of its members,
the committee mailed a membership survey to a 10 percent random sample of
RTSD members. The open hearing at the ALA Conference provided an oppor-
tunity for those members who did not receive the survey to express their views
on the goals, mission, organization, and effectiveness of RTSD, and for those
who did receive the survey to supplement their evaluations. Further informa-
tion about the results of the membership survey and the hearing will be forth-
coming.

Thedivision'sjournal, Librarlt Resources STechnicalSnoices(LRTS), underthe
enlightened editorship of Elizabeth Tate, continued to publish high-quality ar-
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ticles during the year. The step taken the previous year to discontinue certain
advertising arrangements for Z.RZSand establish a staff position for advertising
promotion and sales for LRTS, RQ, and Top oJ the News, with costs to be shared
with the divisions as appropriate, proved profitable and successful.

The RZSD Newsletter, which began inJanuary 1976 as an information ex-
change amongmembers, continued to evolve into a substantial publication con-
taining short articles in addition to notices of forthcoming RTSD events. Its
frequency was increased in 1984 from six to eight issues per year. The term ofits
capable editor, Arnold Hirshon, ends inJuly 1985, and procedures to identify
his successor were undertaken. The appointed search committee, chaired by
Robert C. Sullivan, advertised the position, screened applicants, and made rec-
ommendations to the board. At the Annual Conference the board confirmed the
appointment of Thomas W. Leonhardt of the University of Oregon as editor-
designate. He will assume a three-year term as editor for the period fromJuly
1985 through the 1988 Annual Conference.

During the past year the division continued to present programs in the form
of institutes on topics of great current interest in all regions of the country. A
Collection Management and Development Institute was cosponsored with the
University of Cincinnati and the Greater Cincinnati Library Consortium, with
additional Collection Management and Development Institutes scheduled for
the [Jniversity of California at Irvine, Trinity University in San Antonio,
Texas, and the University of Washington, Seattle. A Library of Congress Sub-
ject Heading Institute was held in both Seattle and Boston and an additional
LCSH Institute, scheduled for Chicago, to be given in cooperation with the Re-

Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and will conclude in

scene is planned for Chicago, and preservation regional institutes are scheduled
for Washington and Palo Alto, California. Further, planning continues for a
series of serials cataloging regional institutes, the first probably to be held in
1986.

Guidelines for selection and appointment of members to represent RTSD at
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international meetings were adopted by the board, which also revised its-proce-

dures for adopting tlie annual budget plan and established an intern policy for

service on RTSD divisional and sectional committees.
There was a loss of membership in the division, part icularly from organiza-

tional members, presumed to be i result of the duei increase from $15 to $25,
but a loss felt to be recoverable over a period of time. In 1983 the total member-

ship was 6,071. In 1984, the total meml
and organizational memberships. In A
sonal members. In April 1984 there wer
personal members. There was a total c
1983 and a total of 977 organization r.
however, increased, leaving the division in sound fiscal health.

InJanuary 1984 an AlADivisional Leadership Enhancement Program'- or-

ganiiedby the Association of College and Research Libraries, was held and at-

iended by'more than one hundred ALA di.'isional leaders. RTSD was well rep-

resented at the program with attendees including three past-presidents and the

executive director.
RTSD could not thrive and flourish without the capable and dedicated assist-

ance of divisional headquarters staff. William I. Bunnell, completing six years

as executive director, was ably assisted by William Drewett, deputy executive

director, and Ann Menendez, administrative assistant. The division is appre-

ciative of their leadership, their wise counsel, and their creative industry. The

flow of paperwork and tlie complex communication channels were enhanced by

the use of a purchase during fhe previous year, new word processing equip-

ment. Both the quantity and timeliness of reports and other issued documents
reflected successful use ofthe new acqulsltlon.

In summary, I report to the membership that you have a vigorous, healthy
division with more ihan 5,500 paid members, a division which is financially
healthy and ably managed, a division with programs at conferences and precon-
ferencis and regional institutes that are attended by thousands, and which is-

sues two respected and widely read publications.
I thank the RTSD membership for allowing me to serve you as your president

for the past year. I am appreciative of the assistance of past-president Norman

J. Shaffer, vice president/president-elect WilliamJ. Myrick, the section and di-

visional chairs, and committee members. RTSD is fortunate to have them and
all of you working on its behalf.

Cotologing ond Clossificotion Section (CCS)

Liz Bishoff ,  Choir

The activities and accomplishments of RTSD's Cataloging and Classil-rca-
tion Section during 1983-84 were many and diverse, reflecting the varied inter-
ests and activi t ies of the section's committees, task forces, and discussion
groups. The CuidelinesJor Using AACR2 Chapter 9for Cataloging Microcompuur Soft-
uare was published by the ALA Publishing Division, a list of uniform titles for
constitutions of Asian and African countries was aPProved and recommended
for publishing. "Guidelines for Standardized Cataloging of Children's Materi-
als'r was published in Top of the Nezos (Fall 1983), three subcommittees to review
the proposed Dewey Decimal Classifrcation schedule changes were established;
the five-year review of the International Standard Bibliographic Description
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was completed, plus many more committee and subcommittee activities de-
signed to further the charge of the section. All of this work was done by some I 13
individuals from school, public, special, and academic libraries as well as
library-school educators who served on the sixteen committees, task forces, and
discussion groups of the section.

cation and music schedules is due following the 1985 Midwinter Meeting. Com-
ments on the proposed 780 Music Schedule should be forwarded to Frln Hin-

In the area of the Library of Congress subject headings, Linda Bills, Illinois
Valley Library System, is chairing a subcommittee charged with surveying the
library community for directions on the future format of ihe LCSH. It is antici-
pated.that the results of this survey will be completed by the 1985 Midwinter
Meeting.

The 1984 conference program sponsored by CCS dealt with subject access in
the online catalog. Building on the 1982 program, which addressed the theoreti-
cal and philosophical considerations of subject access in an online environment,
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the 1984 program took a look at current practice and future development. Lil-
lian Kozuma, National Library of Medicine; Sandra Ready, Mankato State
University; and Susan Logan, Ohio State lJniversity, presenied case studies on
subject retrieval in the online catalogs at their libraries. The case studies were
followed by papers on augmenting the bibliographic record, the first presented
by Carol Mandel, University of California-San Diego; the next on system fea-
tures for subject access by Gary Lawrence, (Jniversity of California; and the
concluding presentation, by Karen Markey, OCLC, updating the audience on
studies of user reactions to retrieval in the online environment. Additionallv.
Markey briefed the audience on the Council on Library Resources, Forest
Press, and OCLC project on classification and its role in subject retrieval.

CCS has continued to be active in the international cataloging arena, sup-
porting the participation of several American librarians in international activi-
ties. Robert Hollev. Universitv of Utah. is a member of the IFLA Committee
on Cataloging-SuU.lect Access. Holley reports to bottr5he CCS Executive
Committee and the Subject Analysis Committee. Helen Schmierer is the ALA
represe ntative to the Joint Steering Committee for the Revision of AACR, re-
porting to the Executive Committee and CC:DA. The various committees also
hear reports from other participants in the international area, including Lenora
Corale, who has worked with the ISBD review; Fran Hinton, past ALA repre-
sentative to theJSC-AACR, and Lucia Rather, a member of the IFLA standing
committee on cataloging.

Additionally, the section has worked on organizational matters. The Execu-
tive Committee reviewed the section manual, updating and clarifying many
sections. The Policy and Research Committee, chaired by Doralyn Hickey, has
drafted a proposal for monitoring the activities of the section's committees and
discussion groups to assure the division that the section is meeting its charge.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those individuals who worked
on the various committees and activities of the section. This year I have at-
tempted to expand the participation of the committees to include many different
types of libraries as well as many areas of the country. The committee members
have served many long hours, an effort which has resulted in quality programs
and publications. I hope that the section members will continue to support the
activities and further the goals of the library profession.

Preservqtion of librory Mqteriols Section

Sol ly  A .  Buchonon,  Cho i r

The 1983/84 year was one of planning for the Preservation Section. The chair
set the Executive Committee the task of examining directions in which the sec-
tion might wish to proceed in the next three to five years and of defining some
broad goals based on the results of discussion in committees. In order to facili-
tate the planning, a one-day working session was held for the Executive Com-
mittee and guests at the Library of Congress before the 1984 Midwinter Meet-
ing. The morning sessions covered a brief history of the section, its original
intent and goals, and an evaluation ofthe past four years. In the afternoon ses-
sion guests from the Association of Research Libraries, Research Libraries
Group, Council on Library Resources, National Institute for Conservation,
and the American Institute for Conservation reported on activities and plan-
ning for the future. The executive Committee spent the remainder of the day
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discussing a variety of focuses PLMS might consider contributing both to ALA
and to the national preservation scene. Committee chairs left with a charge to
initiate discussion with committee and section members, results of those inqui-
ries to be channeled through the PLMS Policy and Research Committee. The
time frame requires that they present a document to guide Preservation Section
activities and programs for section approval at the 1985 Midwinter Meeting.
Consequently, committees continued ongoing work and, at the same time, un-
dertook discussion and debate about future directions.

Liaison with other ALA sections and committees was continued and ex-
panded, with representatives coming to PLMS Executive Committee meetings
from RLMS, CCSD, ULS,JAMT, the Art Section of ACAL, Resources Sec-
tion, PLA, and the Preservation Microfilming Committee.

The second of three national ALA/LC preservation conferences was held in
St. Louis in April. Geared to middle managers mandated with the responsibil-
ity for preservation, the conference emphasized the variety of approaches and
challenges preservation programs could address. It presented practical exam-
ples and ideas for planning and innovation in local Iibraries. Topics such as sur-
veys, frscal management, care and handling, education, binding, disaster plan-
ning, repairs, supplies, A/V col lect ions, and photographs were covered.
Speakers were asked to address remarks to collections in various kinds and sizes
of libraries. The keynote speech by Pamela Darling set the tone, while the wrap-
up speech by Gay Walker encouraged all librarians to become involved in pres-
ervation. Because of interest, the conference will be repeated on the East Coast
in spring 1985. PLMS also sponsored a program with RLMS and the RTSD
Audiovisual Committee at the 1984 Annual Conference in Dallas. In response
to suggestions from other divisions, the topic "Preservation of AV and Micro-
form Materials in Working Collections" was chosen. One hundred fifty people
heard three speakers address the practical aspects ofcare, handling, and preser-
vation of these materials. PLMS also cosponsored a program on the preserva-
tion of maps with MAGEAT.

The Education Committee, chaired by John DePew; housed the planning
committee for the national conferences, worked on guidelines for yearly updat-
ing of the preservation bibliography, and assigned a task force to package a
commercial library binding preconference program that another PLMS task
force had organized. The program is intended for regional or state meetings in
response to a need defined by the RTSD questionnaire. The committee is also
looking into the possibility of publishing a set of preservation posters.

Chaired by John Dean, Library/Binders Relations Committee assigned a
task force to package the highly successful preconference on library binding held
by PLMS in 1983. The committee also developed a frnal draft of guidelines for
commercial binding to assist librarians who may be assigned this preservation
duty for the first time. The guidelines will be available through ALA. The li-
brary binding community has continued to give valuable advice and assistance
to this committee as it works on programs and information for the library com-
munity.

Chaired by David Farrell, the Physical Quality of Library Materials Com-
mittee worked on two big projects: guidelines for the physical quality of theses
and dissertations; and a list of conservation supplies and suppliers. The supply
list should be available through the RTSD offrce in the fall of 1984. The final
draft of the dissertation guidelines will be presented at Midwinter 1985.

Carolyn Morrow and the Policy and Research Committee wrestled with the
assignment of pulling together all the feedback for the PLMS future planning
document. They also made available a time study of various preservation proce-
dures that can be obtained through RTSD. Finally, they recommended a pres-
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ervation column for the expanded RTSD Neusletter. It is being written by Ann
Swartzell.

Ann swartzell made certain that all new and exciting news in library preser-
:nted at the Discussion Grouo. Since the
ryho cannor go to other PLMS meetings,
f-the-art news, reports on experimenta-
Lding, and occasionally debate. Among
:l present four different approaches and

books printed on acidic paper. 
mPortant concept for mass treatment of

The Preservation of Library Materials section continues to mature as the
new field itself grows. committees are active in a variety of tasks which them-

rests made by those working in library
ipants are actively sought for commit-
vith members. As new formats become
;, preservation will require experts in a

comes any inquiries about particio",,.,1'llo".Lilll?f5'it?t"-lt"t":::?ttr!
concentrates its efforts on an expanded focus defined by members themselves.

Reproduction of Librory Moteriols Section

Morgorel M. Byrnes, Choir

The interests of the Reproduction of Library Materials section extend well
beyond library microfilming to_include issues of bibliographic control, photo-
copyrng, preservation, copyright, and new technologies for image reproduc-
tion. Activities in 1983/84 were characterized by u.r effo.t to provfoe mbre for-
mal recognition of the section's broad scope by establishing several new
committees, renewing liaison with other sections and divisions, and identifying
the need to revise and expand section functron statements.

At the Executive committee level, accomplishments included appointments
to-the new libliographic control of Microforms and copying comrnittees, revi-
tarization of the ad hoc committee on Regional programs, cosponsorship of the
RTSD Preservation Microfilming Committee's Dallas prog.im, participation
in the PLMS program on preseivation of audiovisual miteriali and micro-
forms, and assistance with the design of the ARL Microform Project's preserva-
tion questionnaire. Liaisons for the section were reactivated with CC:be (Col-
leen Bednar) and the RASD Interlibrai"y Loan Committee (Kate Mawdsley),

eqg " 
tr.J copyright representative (Lawrence Robinson) was appoinred. Wiih

Librarlt Technohglt Reports, the section organized the RTSD booih at the Dallas
conference. It featured new RLMS buttons and bookmarks and the LTR-
sponsored prototype ofa face-up copier. The copier, long needed for fragile and
valuable materials,_generated considerable excitemeniamong exhibii-goers.
Thanks are due to Howard White, John Webb, Francis Spreiizer, and Flelga
Borck for the success of the booth. Planning by Suzanne Dodson (vice-chair)-is
well under way for a program at the 1985 Conference on the longevity of silver
and nonsilver microfilms under conditions of use.

After only two meetings, the energetic new Bibliographic control of Micro,
forms Committee (Martin Joachim, chair) has approvtd a proposed plan of
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action and reviewed the ARL Microform Project survey to identify uncataloged
microform sets that should be given priority in planning for future cooperative
cataloging projects. Representatives oflibraries interested in such projects have
been invited to-attend the committee's meetings. In an effort to promote better
communication with the commercial sector, the committee scheduled a special
Dallas meeting with micropublishers to discuss libraries' bibliographic control
needs; a micropublisher will soon be appointed as committee consultant. The
committee has also moved quickly to identify important microform cataloging
concerns and has passed three resolutions, approved by the RTSD Board of Di-
rectors, concerning the desirability of continuing the ARL Microform Project
Clearinghouse and the need for profile-matching and access to Library of Con-
gress minimal level microform records through all major bibliographic utilities.

The new Copying Committee (Francis Spreitzer, chair) provides a forum for
discussion of new developments in photocopiers and issues related to adminis-
tering library copying services. Committee members are working on guidelines
for packaging microforms sent on interlibrary loan and an article on how to cal-
culate a library's true photocopying costs.

The revived ad hoc Committee on Regional Programs (Jeffrey Heyen, chair)
reviewed a preliminary discussion paper at its Dallas meeting and assigned
members to draft proposed objectives, target audience, structure, budget, and
content for a series of workshops on preservation microfilming. If the commit-
tee decides that the workshops are feasible, a request for support to conduct
three pilot sessions will be submitted to a funding agency. The committee plans
to make use of the ARl-sponsored preservation microfilming manual which is
being written by Andrew Raymond of the Northeast Document Conservation
Center and to work closely with other organizations to avoid duplicated effort.

The Publication Committee (John Webb, chair) is working to produce a new
brochure for the section and a revision of the annotated bibliography "First
Sources. " The latter will be expanded to include photocopying and new tech-
nologies for image reproduction. Through its new section liaison, the commit-
tee is seeking input from the RASD Interlibrary Loan Committee on desired
additions or changes for the next edition of the Director2 of Library Reprographic
Seruices, which will be compiled by Publication Committee consultant, Joseph
Nitecki.

The Technology Committee (R. Max Willocks, chair) sponsored a well-
attended program at the Dallas conference that featured presentations on public
access microcomputers in libraries and the Library of Congress optical disk
project. The number of questions following each presentation indicated that the
topics were of high interest and the program well received.

The Standards Committee (Imre J6rmy, chair) provided input to Subcom-
mittee C 10 of the Association for Information and Image Management, which
is developing a questionnaire on performance characteristics of silver and non-
silver films under conditions of use. An annotated list of micrographics stan-
dards of interest to librarians is being compiled and will be reviewed by the com-
mittee at the Midwinter Meeting. The committee's semiannual report on
recent developments in micrographics standards work within the International
Standards Organization and the Association for Information and Image Man-
agement will now be shared with interested PLMS committees.

The Policy and Research Committee (Lawrence Robinson, chair) began its
long-range planning effort in Dallas by identifying the need to revise and ex-
pand the section's function statement, clarify with the Policy and Research
Committee of the Preservation of Library Materials Section the respective role
of each section in areas of overlapping interest, and work more closely with
PLMS to include preservation microfilming and photocopying in conference
programs and other educational activities.
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The ad hoc committee on Guidelines for operating a Library Microforms
Facility (Margaret Byrnes, chair) has completed its woik and wai disbanded at
the Midwinter Meeting. It is hoped that the guidelines will be published by the
end of 1984.

I would like to thank the chairs and members of an RLMS committees for
helping to make 1983/84 such a productive year for the section. I am confident
that the present momentum will iontinue and new initiatives will flourish under
the able leadership of Suzanne Dodson (incoming chair) and ImreJdrmy (vice-
chair/chair-elect).

Resources Seclion

Noreen S. Alldredge, Choir

development and management in public libraries of all sizes.
The A^cquisitions Committee (Gail Kennedy, chair) compiled a list of pro-

grams of interest to acquisitions librarians and circulaled it before the confer-
ence. It is also planning a program for the 1985 Annual conference entitled
"Acquisitions-What it is, How it Works."

The Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee (William Schenck, chair)
p-urlued consumer advocacy issues on serial publications of the American Psy:
chological Association and the price differenlials of some British serials in the
U.S. market.

The collection Management and Development committee (connie Kearns
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McCarthy, chair) continued work on GuidelinesJor the Eaaluation of Vendor Pufor-
mance (publication expected in 1985) and on volume one of Selection oJ Librar2
Matnials: Resources and Strategies (publication expected in 1985). Another sub-
committee began work on revision of the GuidelinesJor Collection Deaelopment. ke-
gional institutes on collection management and development were held in Cin-
cinnati, November 6-9, 1983, and Irvine, September +-7 , 1984. Future
institutes are anticipated in San Antonio (spring 1985) and Seattle (fall 1985).

The Conference Program Committee (Carolyn Fields, chair) presented a
program entitled "Educating Rita, part II: Training for Collection Develop-
ment. " Noreen Alldredge discussed what directors look for in staff for collection
development. John Kaiser reviewed how to begin a selection-liaison librarian
project. A learner's perspective on a bibliographer training program was given
by Tara Fulton. Public library training for collection development staff was pre-
sented by Lois Huish.

Other Resources Section discussion groups and their chairs were: Acquisi-
tion of Library Materials (Helen Reed); Booksellers flay Askuvich); Chief Col-
lection Development Officers of Large Research Libraries (John Kaiser); Chief
Collection Development Officers of Medium-Sized Research Libraries (Bonita
Bryant); and Gifts and Exchange (Priscilla Yu).

The Library Materials Price Index Committee (Dennis E. Smith, chair)
worked on converting some of its indexes to machine-readable form. A college
book price index waJprepared.

The Policy and Research Committee (Beth Shapiro, chair) began a review of
RS committees and discussion groups to be accomplished over a three-year pe-
riod. Committees reviewed this year were the BNA Scholarship AwardJury,
Library Materials Price Index, and Micropublishing. Some revisions in func-
tions were made.

Martin Faigel was selected as the LRTS assistant editor, representing the Re-
sources Section. The Executive Committee members were dedicated, inter-
ested, and lively in directing the section. The officers were: Sally F. Williams,
vice-chair and chair-ele ct; Jay Whaley, secretary; Marion T. Reid, past-chair;
and Wanda V. Dole, Tom Leonhardt, Gail M. Nichols, Anna Perrault, and
Charles Willett, members-at-large. The RTSD staff provided the highest level
of support and encouragement. All of these people are directly responsible for
the success of Resources Section activities.

Seriols Section

Rex Bross, Choir

The Serials Section serves its membership and librarianship in general by
providing a forum for the exchange of ideas on serials management, by gather-
ing and publishing information about serials and serials matters, and through
conference programs on serials topics. The committees and discussion group of
the section are often concerned with such diverse topics as collection manage-
ment ,  b ib l iograph ic  and i tem cont ro l ,  acqu is i t ions ,  au tomat ion ,  and
education-all as they relate, or can be related to serials.

In 1983/84, the section's Committee on lJnion Lists of Serials continued
work on updating and enlarging its Directorlt oJ Union Lists oJSniak. The commit-
tee, with Kathleen Schweitzberger as chair, also devoted meeting time to a dis-
cussion of minimal union list records information.
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The ad hoc Committee to Study the Feasibility of Creating Dynamic Lists of
Core Serials continued further refinement of its methodology. The committee,
chaired by Suzanne Striedieck, had its charge extended through the 1985 An-
nual Conference. A result of the committee's work is some testing of possible
predictors of the use of a journal.

The Policy and Research Committee, with Elizabeth Hofsas as chair, made
several recommendations to the Executive Committee regarding changes in
status or function for specific SS committees. A further aspect of last year's dual
pricing question was Aiscussed after a complaint concerning the different sub-
scriptionprice charged in the U.S. and Canada for some English periodicals as
opposed to the subscription price in other countries.

Under chair Sandra Card, the Committee to Study Serial Records continued
to work on its checklist for automating serials processing functions. Its next
project is to design a methodology for cost studies of periodicals check-in.- 

The Committee to Study Serials Cataloging, with Alex Bloss as chair, contin-
ued to discuss questions submitted concerning serials cataloging. In addition,
the selection of the SS Liaison to the Committee on Cataloging: Description and
Access was discussed but not changed, and a new charge for the committee was
worked out. The draft of the second edition of ISBD(S) elicited spirited discus-
sion, particularly in the area of cataloging of microforms and other surrogates of
an original publ icat ion.

The Regional Serials Workshops Committee, chaired by Linda Bills, contin-
ued work on new editions of tt'e Directorl of Speakers for Suials Workshops ar.d A
Manual for Serials Workshops.

The Serials Section Education Committee, chaired by Marilyn Norstedt,
continued with its project to prepare and publish (in Seriak Reuiew) an annual
bibliography of materials relating to serials work.

The Serials Section Research Libraries Discussion Group, cochaired by
Frank Orser and Ludmilla Sak, had meetings which were well attended and
received at both conferences. Among the topics discussed were CONSER, suc-
cessive versus latest-entry serials cataloging, Serials Industry Systems Advisory
Committee, and managing serials budgets.

The SS program at the Annual Conference was "Serials Holdings; Their Use
and Abuse. " Sue Matson, Sandra Card, John James, and Virginia Boucher
covered different aspects of serials holdings and their use before an enthusiastic
audience.

Also at the Annual Conference, in spite of the lack of a working microphone,
Miriam Palm presented the Worst Serial Title Change of the Year Awards. The
awards, from the committee which she chaired, point up the serials librarian's
frustrations with title changes in a humorous way and have become a welcome
part of the RTSD membership meeting. At the same meeting, the first public
announcement was made of a new award. The Serials Section Bowker/Ulrich's
Serials Librarianship Award recognizes individuals making outstanding contri-
butions to serials librarianship. The ad hoc Committee to Establish a Serials
Section Award, chaired byJean Wright, worked extremely fast to develop ac-
ceptable criteria for the award and a charge for the award committee. The Seri-
als Section gratefully accepted the donation of funding for the award from the
R.R. Bowker Co. at the 1984 Midwinter Meeting.

The 1983/84 year was a busy one for the Serials Section with some frnished
activities, progress in several projects, and preparation for many new chal-
lenges. Jean Cook and Ruth Carter, in the offices of chair and vice-chair, will
carry the section through the next year with enthusiastic and capable leader-
ship.
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Lettqs to tbe Editor

Frorn'. James D. Andzrson, ProJessor and Associate Dean, School of Communrcanon,
Information and Libraryt Studies, Rutgers.-I was pleased to see Robert D.
Rodriguez' article on "Kaiser's Systematic Indexing" in the April{une 1984
issue of LRTS. It was a useful reminder of some valuable advice, Iargely ig-
nored, which we may want to consider more carefully as we rethink the struc-
ture of Library of Congress Subject Headings and other indexing systems.

I am concerned, however, that Mr. Rodriguez repeats and emphasizes some
faulty reasoning by Mr. Kaiser regarding the differences and relative advan-
tages of classified versus alphabetical indexes. Rodrfguez claims that "Kaiser
was clearly determined to disengage subject indication from classification, so
inextricably linked by, for example, Melvil Dewey's Decimal Classification,
where subject access provided by the relative index scattered headings through
as many as twenty or thirty different places in the table, an inevitable result,
according to Kaiser, because a subject can be considered under many different
aspects, whereas a book could only be classed in one location in a scheme or on a
shelf." This is not correct.

First of all, there is nothing, except convention, to prevent as many classified
headings or classes being assigned to a document as alphabetical subject head-
ings. In classifred catalogs, multiple headings were frequently assigned. The
scattering of "headings" or subjects is characteristic of all precoordinated in-
dexing systems, whether classifred or alphabetical, and Kaiser's own scheme is a
prime example. As clearly shown by Rodriguez, Kaiser's "citation order" of
facets scatters headings for particular processes under the "concretes" or ob-
jects of those processes. Rodriguez cites the example of "combustion" which
would be scattered under all kinds of materials subject to combustion.

Classified indexes are subject to the same kind of scattering. Most library
classihcation schemes choose a citation order of facets beginning with disci-
pline, so that all other subject classes are scattered under the disciplines by
which they are studied. In principle, this is no different than the scattering in
Kaiser's scheme. In both instances, subjects are gathered under the primary
facet and scattered under secondary facets.

Editor's note: Letters sent to the editor for oublication in this column cannot be ac-
knowledged, answered individually, or returned to rhe authors. Whenever space is
available in an issue, selected letters will be published, with little or no editing, though
abridgment may be required. Letters intended for publication should be typed double-
spaced.
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The point is that scattering is not caused by the arrangement of index files,
e.g., in classified order or alphabetical order. Rather, it is caused by the pre-
coordination ofheadings. AII secondary facets, such as processes and places in
Kaiser's scheme, are scattered, just as similar facets are scattered in the Dewey
Decimal Classification. In each case, subjects within the primary facet are gath-
ered together.

The only index system which eliminates this kind of scatter is one which con-
sists of completely un-precoordinated "uniterms" or elemental descriptors rep-
resenting single concepts. These types of systems have proven themselves useful
in online electronic indexes but are quite impractical in printed indexes because
of the difficulty of post-coordination in manual searches in printed media.

In short, the only inherent difference between a catalog or index arranged
according to a classification scheme versus an index arranged alphabetically is
the display ofthe resulting file. In a classified file, headings are arranged in ac-
cordance with relationships among categories or classes as specified by the
classihcation-such relationships as those between disciplines and objects of
study, disciplines and methods, genera and species, wholes and parts, objects

indexing systems, Kaiser's being an especially clear example of such precoor-
dination.

INDEX TO ADVERZSERS
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392
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282
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281
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lndex

Volume 28, 1984

Compiled by Edword Swonson

General Procedures Used in Compiling the Index

The following types of entries are included:
a. authors-of articles and letters
b. titles-of articles and of articles about which letters were oublished
c. subjects ofarticles
Subject entries for individuals are identifred by ,,(about)',; letters are identi-

fredby "(c)".
Entries are arranged word by word following the ,.fi1e-as-spelled,' princi-

ple. Numbers are arranged before alphabetical characters; acronyms without
internal punctuation are arranged as words.

Paging oJ Volume 28'

Pages l-104 : Number 1 (January/March)
Pages 105-200 : Number 2 (ApriliJune)
Pages 201-280 : Number 3 (July/September)
Pages 281-000 : Number 4 (October/December)

A

AACR, see Anglo-Arurican cataloguing mles
Access points, sue Corporate name headings
Acquisition of library materials

Automation: 285-98
Aguilar, William: 175-84
Alldredge, Noreen S : 380-81
Allerton Public Library: 175-84
"An Analysis of reviews and library holdings of

small publishers' books,, 4-14
Anderson, Dorothy: 360-62 (about)
Anderson, James D.: 383-84(r)
Anglo-Arurican calaloguing mhs. 2d ed.

Chapter 24:239-52
Artifi cial intelligence : 3 3 Z - 4 5
"Artifrcial intelligence and authority control',

337 -45
Association of Research Libraries Microform

Project: 214-15, 221
Atkinson,  Ross:  109-19
Auld, Lawrence W.S : 185-6 /r)
Austrian materials

Bibliography: 325-36
Austrian National Library: 335-36
Authority control: 337-45

see also Linked Systems Project

"Automating acquisitions: the planning pro-
cess" 285-98

Aveney,  Br ian:68-75

B

"Better dead than read" 346-59
Bibliographic records

Conversion to machine-readable form-
Costs: 149-62

Bibliographic records, Machine-readable
Holdings records: 25-40

Bibliography, National
Austria: 325-36
India: 20-24

Bishoff, Lizbeth J.: 374-76, 363-64 (about)
"Book production quality, a librarian's view,

or, The Self-desructing library" 15-19
Books md printed materials

srr a/so Small press publications

Quality: 15-19
Reviews: 4-14

Bracken, James K.: 120-28
Bross, Rex: 381-82
Brownrigg, Edwin: 59-67
Bruntjen, Scott: 299-307
Brvant. Bonita: 285-98
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Bryant, Margaret S.: 276
Brynteson, Susan: 37 2-7 4
Buchanan, Sally: 376-78
" Budget justification" 1 29-3 5
Budgets: 129-35, 136-48
Burger,  Roben H :337-45
Butler, Douglas J.: 149-62
Butler, Meredith: 41-58
Byrnes, Margaret M.: 378-80

c

Calhoun, John C.:  120-28
Card catalogs

l]se studies: 17 5-84, 253-62
Carter, Ruth C. : 299-307
"The Catalog of the Austrian National Library

as a bibliographic resource for U.S. li-
braries" 325-36

Cataloging
in school libraries and media centers: 268-75

Cataloging and Classification Section
Annual report: 1983/8+, 37 4-7 6

Catalogs, Card,, see Card, catalogs
Catalogs, Online, see Online catalogs
"The Citation as intertext" 109-19
Citat ions:109-19
Classification, Dewey decimal: 187 -90, 3+6-59
Classification, Universal decimal: 346-59
Cockshutt, Margaret E.: 187-90
Conference publications

Cataloging:308-14
Congresses, sez Conference publications
"Considerations in the creation of a holdings

record structure for an online catalog"
25-40

Cook, C. Donald: 239-52
Cooperat ive projects:  214-15
Copyright

Fair  use:  230-3 1
Corporate name headings: 239-52
"A Cost model for retrospective conversion al-

ternatives'' 149-62
Cronin, John W :90 (about)
Cul lars,  John: 4-14

D

Decimal classification, see Classification, De-
wey decimal; Classification, Universal
decimal

Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Com-
mlttee

Annual report: 1982/83, 187 -90

Descriptive cataloging, see Corporate name

headings; Minimal level cataloging

"Developments in micrographics, video tech-

no logy ,  and ' fa i r  use , '  1983"  219-38

Dewey decimal classifrcation, see Classifrcation,

Dewey decimal

"Dorothy Anderson" 361-62
Downing, Joel C.:20-24
Drone, Jeanette M : 253-62

E

East, Mona: 367-68
Electronic publishing: 59-67 , 68-75' 76-89

Bibliography: 41-58
"Electronic publishing and its impact on li-

braries" 41-58

"Electronic publishing and library technical
seruices" 68-75

"Electronic publishing, libraries, and the sur-
vival of information" 76-89

Engle, Mary: 59-67

F

Fair use, see Copyright-Fair use
"For the record" 187-90
"Forecasting price increase needs for library

materials" 136-48
F o s k e t t , A C : 3 4 6 - 5 9
"From the editor's desk" 3

G

Gwinn, Nancy E.: 367 -68 (about)

H

Haruard College. Llbrary: 129-35
"Headings for corporate names: international

standardizat ion under AACR2 "

239-52
Health science libraries

Use studies: 263-67
H e w i t t , J o e A : 2 0 5 - 1 8
Hinton, Frances: 361-62
Hirshon, Arnold: 25-40

I

"IEEE conference publications in libraries"

308-24
"In memoriam: Bella E. Shachtman" 276

"In memoriam: John W. Cronin" 90

Indexes and indexing: 163-74,3$-8a Q)
Indian national bibliograph2: 20-24

"The Indian national bibliograpiT, its present state

and future ProsPects" 20-24

"Influence ofthe card catalog on circulation in

a small public librarY" 175-84

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-

neers: 308-24

"Instructions to authors" 91-92
Intner, Sheila S : 186 (c)



"Is cataloging a pass6 skill in today,s technolog-
ical society?" 268-75

J

Jobbers, Library, see Library materials-
Vendors

Johnson ,Ka r lE :308 -24
Journals, see Scholarly publications; Serial pub-

lications

K

Kaiser, Julius: 163-7 +, 383-84 (c)
"Kaiser 's  systemat ic indexing" 163-7+,

3$-8a Q)
Knox College. Library: 120-28

L

Lanier, Don: 365-66
Library cooperation, sae Cooperative projects
Library jobbers,  see Library mater ia ls-

Vendors
Library materials

see a/so Austrim materials; Books and printed
mater ia ls;  Conference publ icat ions;
Machine-readable materials; Medical
materials; Microforms; Music materi-
als; Scholarly publications; Serial publi-
cations; Small press publications; Vi-
deodiscs

Acquisition, saeAcquisition oflibrary mater!
als

Circulation: 1 75-84
Prices:  129-35,  136-48
Purchase, saa Acquisition of library materials
Reviews: 4-14
Selection: 109-119
Vendors-Performance evaluation: 120-28

Lilrrary networks: 206-7
Library ofCongress subject headings, see Sub-

ject headings, Library of Congress
Library vendors,  saa Library mater ia ls-

Vendors
Library wholesalers, see Library materials-

Vendors
Linked Systems Project: 214
"LizbethJ. Bisho{P' 365-66
Louisiana State lJniversity. Medical Center.

Library: p.263-67
Lynch, Clifford: 59-67

M

Machine-readable bibliographic records, sea
Bibl iographic records,  Machine-
readable

Machine-readable materials
Cataloging: 185-86 (c), 186 (e)

Media centers, see School libraries and media
centers
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Medical libraries, see }{ealth science libraries
Medical materials

Use studies: 263-67
Microform equipment,  see Microforms-

Equipment
Microforms: 219-27

Dquipment: 225-27
Standards: 225

Minimal level cataloging: 213-14
Morton, Walter W.: 263-67
Mosher, Paul H.: L5-19, 367 -68 (about)
Music libraries: 253-62
Music materials

Use studies: 253-62

N

Nadeski. Karen: 219-38
National bibliography, see Bibliography, Na-

tional
National Inventory of Research Collections:

21+-15
Neavill, Gordon B.: 76-89
Networks. seu Librarv networks
Nonbook materials, srz Machine-readable ma-

terials; Microforms; Music materials;
Videodiscs

o

OCLC: 206-7
Online catalogs: 207 -!1

Holding records in : 25-40
Optical disks, see Videodiscs
Osburn,  Char les B. :  315-24
Owen, Willy: 325-36

P

Pennsylvania Union List ofSerials: 299-307
Periodicals, sr Serial publications
Peters, Stephen H :149-62
Pittsburgh Regional Library Center; 299-307
"Pittsburgh Regional Library Center Serials

Cancellation Project" 299-307
"The Place of the journal in the scholarly com-

munications system" 3 I 5-24
Pontius, Jack: 219-38
"Popular versus technical works in the medical

library" 263-67
Preseruation of Library Materials Section

Annual report: 1983/84, 37 6-78
' 'Profrling vendor performance' ' 120-28
Public libraries: i75-84

R

Reproduction of Library Materials Section
Annual repon: 1983/84, 378-80

Resources and Technical Services Division
Annual report: 1983/84. 37 2-82
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Resources Section
Annual report: 1983/84, 380-81

Retrospective conversion of bibliographic rec-
ords,  see Bibl iographic records-
Conversion to machine-readable form

Rodriguez, Robert D.: 163-74
"RTSD annual reports, 1983/8+" 372-82
Rutledge, John: 325-36

s

Scholarly publications; 3 I 5-24
School libraries and media centers

Nebraska: 268-75
"The Self-destructing library" I5-19
Serebnick, Judith: 4-74
Serial publications: 3 1 5-24

see also Conference publications
Cancellation of holdings: 299 -307

Collection development: 299 -3O7

Union lists: 299-307
Serials Section

Annual report: 1983/84, 381-82
Shachtman, Bella E : 276 (about)
Small press publications: 4-14
Smith. Dennis: 136-48
Subject cataloging: 163-7 4, 346-59,383-8+ (c)
Subject headings, Library ofCongress: 346-59
"Suggestions for the cataloging of machine-

readable materials" (Intner, Oct /Dec.
1983): 185-186 (c), 186 (c)

Swanson, Edward: 385-88

T

Tate, Elizabeth L : 3, 90
"Technical seruices in 1983" 205-18
"Technical services in the age ofelectronic pub-

lishing" 59-67
Telecommunications

C o s t s : 2 1 5 - 1 6
Triangle Research Libraries Network: 25-40
Truet t ,  Carol :268-75

U
Union lists of serials, see Serial publicauons-

Union lists
University of California: 136-48
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Music Library: 253-62
Use studies, see Card catalogs-IJse studies;

Medical materials-IJse studies; Music
materials-Use studies

"A Use study of the card catalogs in the Univer-
sity of Illinois Music Library" 253-62

v
Vendors, Library, see Llbrary materials-

Vendors
Videodiscs: 227-30

w
Wholesalers, Library, see Llbrary materials-

Vendors
Williams, Sally F : 129-35
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